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Freshmen survey: Values are unchanged
By Karl Burr
staff writer

This year's freshman class holds the
same values as last year's class,
according to the recently released
freshman survey results.
The survey, completed by 98 percent
of the freshman class, was mailed to
incoming freshmen with their housing
forms last spring. The Division of
Student Affairs sent the survey to gain
an understanding of JMU students.
"The results seem to be similar to
last year's . . . [students hold] very
traditional values, middle class values,"
said Annette Paxton, research
coordinator for Student Affairs.
According to the results, the freshman
class is comprised of 57 percent females
and 43 percent males. More than
one-third of the respondents indicated
Northern Virginia as their region of
residence. About 25 percent of the
students do not live in Virginia.
Most freshmen come from middle
class homes. More than half of the
respondents reported lhcir estimated
family income as greater than $55,000.
"The average family income seems to
keep increasing," Paxton said.
More than three-fourths of the
students reported they or their families
are responsible for directly paying
80-100 percent of the costs of attending
JMU.
Over one-third of the students reported
their fathers hold graduate degrees.

Fourteen percent of the mothers have
graduate degrees.

applied to at least one other school as
well.

In the survey, students were asked to
evaluate personal values they held to be
very important. Eighty percent said
education and friendship were very
important, while 51 percent said living
a clean, moral life was very important,
and 34 percent indicated religion as
such.

The latest available statistics, reported
from last year's freshman survey, show
that 36 percent applied to Virginia
Tech, where 32 percent of those
students were accepted. Thirty percent
applied to the University of Virginia

Another part of the survey asked
students to list accomplishments they
thought were essential in their lives.
Fifty percent said receiving a
diversified, high-quality liberal arts
education was essential. Almost a
quarter of the respondents said keeping
up-to-date with political issues was
necessary. This number is slightly
higher than in past years.

and 25 percent applied to the College of
William and Mary. Three percent of
those students were accepted at each of
those institutions.
Freshmen cited reputation, academics
and atmosphere as their main reasons
for choosing JMU.
See FRESHMEN page 2 >
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JMU may _be the best college choice, but it's not the only
one. Here» are the other top three picks of our students.

"I think a lot of people care [about
politics] but don't take the time out to
be politically informed," freshman Nora
Maguirc said. Forty-four percent of the
freshmen indicated their political
preference as middle-of-the-road.
JMU freshmen did well in high
school, with 67 percent reporting their
average grade as a B+ or better. The
majority of students ranked in the lop
quarter of their graduating class and 60
percent scored 1,100 or better on their
SATs. This year's scores are slightly
higher than those of previous classes.
The majority of students listed JMU
as their first choice among other
colleges, although generally they

By Kelly Cannon
staff writer

Groups wage
war on hunger

Student leaders of several JMU religious
organizations have joined together to fight the war
against hunger.
Calling itself Bread for the World, the group has
planned and participated in events to spread the
awareness of the hungry and the homeless to students
and the surrounding community.
The group's national chapter, located in
Washington, D.C., lobbies for foreign and domestic
hunger prevention bills. Local groups support the
national chapter by sending petitions or letters about
the bills to Washington.
JMU's chapter, which had been sponsored by the
Catholic
Campus
Ministry,
became
interdenominational this summer.

Staff graphic by KRISTIN FAY

Rev. Laura Straube Smith of the Presbyterian
Campus Ministry said, "Several denominations tried
to broaden [Bread for the World's) base. We each have
an interest to work or combat hunger in the world. If
we can combine sponsorship, we can create a
good-sized group."
The Baptist Student Union, Catholic Campus
Ministry, Lutheran Student Movement, Presbyterian
Campus Ministry and the United Methodist Campus
Ministry are the group's main sponsors. Meetings are
held at 7 p.m. every Monday in the Warren Campus
Center lobby.
According to Gene Corbin, BSU's intern associate.
Bread for the World is a necessity. "I think our
society . . . has become so self-centered politically,"

o

See HUNGER page 2
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"I'm sure I will [graduate! ... I'm
planning on finding a job outside of
Virginia because this area is very
competitive," said freshman Ann
Niczypor.

"It's exciting for me here at JMU,"
Corbin said. "People aren't so
narrow-minded that we have to do 'the
Baptists' thing' or another religion's
thing.
"We cooperate with different religious
groups," he said.

Another walk is slated for Sunday at
Mclntire Park in Charlottesville.
Other events scheduled include a day
of fasting Nov. 17 and a gleaning
project Oct. 29. That day. Bread for the
World members will gather produce
from area orchards and farms that
otherwise would be wasted.

Sprucing up
When the flowers appear, Parents Weekend is near.

Hunger
>• (Continued from page 1)

he said. "The students have lost the
position of making a better world or a
better country.
"Hopefully, this group will provide
some ways for the people to say, "Well,
I don't have to feel guilty about this,'"
he said. "[Students can say to
themselves], 'Here is a small thing
going on I can help with,' or, T can
give a little money or fast'"
Rosemary Beard, a JMU student and
member of the Presbyterian Fellowship
said, "People realize that there is a
problem with world hunger.

"Every time there is a commercial on
TV with the children with bloated
bellies [and commercials that] have
somebody asking for money to do
something about it, we sort of get
numb to the problem," Beard said. "We
have the ability to turn it off."
The world produces enough food to
feed its population, but the food is not
distributed, she said.
Bread for the World's members are
pleased that the JMU religious groups
are joining together to fight hunger, not
to push their views.
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"I chose JMU because, when
compared to other universities, the
general atmosphere was positive,
friendly and it gave me the impression
that the administration cared if I
succeeded," freshman Sharlyn Brenegan
said.
Respondents perceived JMU as being
friendly, progressive, challenging and
supportive.
"I think people [at JMU] are really,
really friendly," Maguire said. She said
JMU seems to place emphasis on
academic and intellectual growth, bui
also stresses social growth.
Freshmen feel high school prepared
them well for college. The majority of
the respondents indicated they feel best
prepared in reading and composition and
mathematical skills. Fourteen percent
indicated they are well prepared in
computer skills.
Most freshmen are optimistic about
their futures as 89 percent feel they
have a very good chance of obtaining a
bachelor's degree. The majority also feel
they will find jobs in the field in which
they were trained after graduation.

Jasicn agreed. "I think by coming
together it is kind of representing
almost how the world works," she said.
"No matter what your faith or
individual belief is, you can still work
toward a common goal and put time and
energy in that."
Bread for the World participated in the
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church's CROP
Walk Sunday. Participants in the
10-kilometer fund-raiser walked from
Eastern Mennonite College to raise
pledged donations.
Corbin said 75 percent of the funds
raised will be used by Church World
Services for overseas relief. The rest of
the money will be used for hunger relief
in the Harrisonburg area.
"While I'm walking, I think about the
people that are in need of help," Beard
said, reflecting on the previous walk.
Beard also feels the strength of unity
involved in these events. "There is a
sense of community that is very strong
and it's easier when there is a lot of
support when we are walking," she
said.

Joan Jasien, CCM's leader, worked
Sept. 30 to Oct. 2 in a similar project.
She believes it is one of the most
effective ways to help the needy.
"You can actually go or see how much
food is left, whether it is vegetables or
fruits," Jasien said. "It is given to the
people [or] made into applesauce or
apple butter."
Proceeds from the November fasting
program will be donated to Oxfam
America, a non-denominational
organization that helps fight poverty in
Asia, Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean.
One week before Thanksgiving,
people around the nation will fast
during one meal or for the entire day,
and donate the money that would have

Be a blood donor.
Itb a good feeling.

—
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NEWS
JMU buildings play role of history books
By Kari Burr
staff writer

The history of JMU has remained
alive, through the years of changes and
renovations, in the names of the
buildings on campus. Some might
wonder how buildings such as Ikenbcrry
or Dingledine got such strange
sounding names, but each was named
for a reason.
"Buildings are often named for
faculty, adminstration, alumnae or
members of the Board of Visitors," said
Karen Leigh, director of public
information. Prior to the 1960s, it was
common to name buildings in honor of
faculy members, she said. The tendency
now is to name buildings for members
of the Board of Visitors.
In the early years, students, faculty
and alumnae helped name Ihe buildings.
Although the Board of Vistors now
names buildings, anyone may make
suggestions.
When the campus first opened in
1908, only two buildings existed.
"Science Hall" and "Dormitory Number
One" were the original names of what
are now Maury and Jackson Halls.
Maury Hall later was named in honor of
the famous oceanographer, Matthew
Fontaine Maury. Jackson Hall bears the
name of Confederate General
"Stonewall" Jackson.

Wilson Hall bears the name of U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson. According
to the book Images of James Madison
University, in 1931 Wilson Hall
contained "the finest college auditorium
in the state."
The four presidents of the university
also serve as sources. Burruss Hall,
Duke Fine Arts Center and Miller Hall
are all named for past presidents, and
Carrier Library honors current President
Ronald Carrier.
Some of the early faculty members
have buildings named for them as well.
John W. Wayland and Annie and
Elizabeth Cleveland were among the
first faculty, along with Henry A.
Converse, Alfred Eagle, Walter J.
Gifford and Pearl Moody. Margaret
Vance Hoffman, for whom Hoffman
Hall is named, was a member of the
English faculty for 43 years.
Harrison Hall was named for a
professor at the University of Virginia.
Gessner Harrison taught Latin there for
20 years. Harrison Hall was the first
student building and once contained a
dining hall, a tea room and the post
office.
Political figures have also been
sources of names. Godwin Hall carries
the name of former Virginia Gov. Mills
E. Godwin, who was honored for his
work in education. George Keezell, a
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Staff graphic by MOLLY GASTON

former senator for Rockingham
County, played a key role in obtaining
the legislation needed to locate the
University in Harrisonburg.
History has found a permanent place
on campus, as local historical figures

have buildings bearing their names.
Ashby Hall was named for Confederate
Gen. Turner Ashby, who was killed
two miles from campus. Alexander
Spotswood, a colonial governor of
Virginia, has Spotswood Hall named in
his honor.

News media did not dictate public opinion on Vietnam
By Betsy Overkamp
staff writer

The news media do not tell Americans what to
think, author and historian William Hammond said
last Wednesday.
Hammond, a student during the Vietnam War, is
writing a history of the conflict for the U.S. Army's
Center for Military History. He has access to
military files and the private papers of former U.S.
presidents.
"The role of the media in [Vietnam] has been an
essential concern," Hammond said. Many people
who favored U.S. involvement in the war wanted
others to believe the news media sets an agenda for
public opinion, he added.
But "no study has arisen in the last 50 years that
can give any credence to the idea that the media
somehow tells us what we think," Hammond said.
"We judge according to the way we were brought
up, to all the values that have been programmed
into us by our associations," Hammond said. "We
judge according to what our friends think, by the
groups that we join. The media is there, but
somehow we come to our own conclusions."
A study conducted during the Vietnam era showed
television news had little effect on viewers'
perceptions. The National Association of
Broadcastors found "more than half of people with
televisions did not have them turned on during the
news hour.

When more than 200 families were asked how
much of a newscast they remembered, 51 percent
said they did not recall anything about the show
they had just seen.
Hammond said many people think the media
coverage of the war was too violent. But in a study
of 2,500 broadcasts, only about three percent
showed any violence.

that before the Tet Offensive, 25 percent of news
articles favored the war and four percent were
critical. After Tet, 26 percent favored and 24 percent
opposed the war.
"The attitude of the news media and the reporters
and the editors is in fact a pretty accurate reflection
of the attitude of the whole American society and
establishment," Hammond said.

The media censored most of the violence,
Hammond said. "The networks couldn't afford
violence in news. The networks saw the television
news as a hook that draws people into the rest of the
night's entertainment and could not afford to have
viewers turn off their televisions in disgust."

In the beginning, the American public thought
Vietnam "was the thing to do as long as it didn't
cost too much or result in too many casualties." It
was seen as an effort to stop the Soviet Union and
Red China from expanding their spheres of
influence. Hammond said public opinion falls in
direct relation to an increase in casualties. "The
people have to believe in order to accept death, and
the bodies kept coming back."

Hammond said Gen. William Westmoreland
would like everyone to believe that the day Walter
Cronkite turned against the war, the war ended.
Many policymakers, including President Nixon,
believed an objective media was one that agreed with
their policy, and for a while the media merely
repeated what information was given them by Gen.
Westmoreland in his briefings.
Then in 1967 Westmoreland lost his credibility
with the press and the American public by speaking
to Congress in President Johnson's attempt to sell
the war to the American people, Hammond said.
The tide of public opinion went against the war in
1969-1970. It was then that the entire American
society came out against the war. Hammond said

But in the end, Vietnam "became too big of a
thing to sustain and the military was left holding
the bag," Hammond said. Thus, the military "fixed
upon the press as the most obvious of all
tormentors." He said actually it was President
Johnson who pulled the plug on Vietnam when he
turned against more bloodshed and made the decision
to negotiate.
Hammond's speech was part of a scries of guest
lectures in Dr. Robert Alotta's Perceptions of War:
The Vietnam Experience course.
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60% OFF
On All 14K Gold

Chains and Bracelets

HIGK«Sr W2
'Roast Barbecued Duck
'Steamed Spiced Blue Crabs
•Steamed Cherrystone Clams
'Raw and Roasted Oysters
• 100% Beef Burgers and Dogs

PUY A TICKET!

From any AXP/TKE
On Sale thru Oct.23
$11: All You Can Eat
WHEN/WHERE IS IT?!
Oct. 29 at U.S. Rt.ll South
Rockingham Fairgrounds
4 miles from JMU on Main

MELERS
Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, Va.
Charge Accounts Invited
Budget Terms
Banks Credit Cards
Jewelry Repair Done On Premises

FOOD! LIVE MUSIC! FUN! BEVERAGES!
BUY A TICKET TODAY! BE THERE!

SPRINGS
COMETO
MVBffNESBOBD
VA'.

Open: Sun Noon-6, Man-Sat 10-9

(703)942-2320
A Chelsea Group Enterprise
ftMiffvr

Shenandoah Village
FACTORY OUTLETS
1-64 Exit 17 South. Jet. Rte. 340, Wavnesboro, VA
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Health seminar planned for November
By Meghan Johnson
sqa reporter

Commuter senator Terry Allen
proposed that the SGA allocate $500 to
Eta Sigma Gamma, a national honorary
health association, to use in presenting
"Challenge Week," a seminar to
"encourage improvement of health for
the JMU population."
The seminar, to be held Nov. 14-18,
will cover topics like stress
management, self defense, cholesterol
levels and overall Fitness. The event
includes speakers, lectures, computer
programs and workshops.
ESG President Heather Maple said,
"We try to promote a healthy
atmosphere."
The group is open to students who
are health majors or minors. Maple
said. After new members are initiated,
membership should total about 50
students, she said.
SGA Treasurer Robin Rison
announced that Colleen McCracken has
been appointed chairwoman of the
finance committee.
SGA Administrative Vice President
Kim Hessler reported on some decisions
made by the undergraduate studies

commission:
• Certain courses will be restricted
from the political science major to
avoid double classes. Previously these
courses could be applied to either the
political science major or the public
administration major. "[Now] it has to
go towards one major or another. It
can't go towards both," Hessler said.
• Requirements for the political
science major will be changed. Students
must have 33 hours in that department
instead of the previously required 30.
• Modifications will be made in the
biology major core requirements.
• The title of the music degree has
been changed from BMED [Bachelor of
Music Education] to BMME [Bachelor
of Music and Music Education).
These recommendations will be
presented to the University Council
next Thursday. If the council approves
them, they will go to a final vote
before the Board of Visitors.
Hessler said the student services
committee will be looking into the
hazing policy as it applies to any
campus-recognized organization. She
added that there has been "some

controversy" on the issue and a vote
will be taken at a later meeting.
The 1988r89 Blue stone yearbook stafl
selected "Roll With the Changes" as its
theme, and chose burgundy with gold

Students use
Interstate 81
as golf range

inlay as the colors of the book's cover.
The SGA buildings and grounds
committee is working on the "Keep
Virginia Beautiful" contest. Last year
JMU won second place in the contest.

Grand larceny
• JMU football equipment valued at
$1,500 reportedly was stolen from the
football team's locker room in Godwin
Hall between Oct. 7 and 10, police said.

By Dale Harter
police reporter

Two male students were charged
judicially at 2:10 p.m. Monday for
hitting golf balls across Interstate 81, a
police spokesman said. Campus police
allegedly observed the students hitting
golf balls from the front of White Hall
to the Biology Village area and charged
them with dangerous practices.

Campus police also reported the
following:

Petty larceny
• Personal items valued at $100
reportedly were stolen ^rom a hallway
outside the raquetball cburts in Godwin
Hall between 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. on Oct
13, police said.
Petty larceny and damage to
state property
• A vending machine in the
breezeway between Keezell and Wilson
Hall reportedly was damaged between 5
p.m. Friday and 5 a.m. Monday, police
said. The glass was broken out of the
machine and the display items were
removed. The value of the merchandise
and replacement costs for the glass are
not known.
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Port Road Exxon
1-81 and Port Road
beside Howard Johnson's

^j|iW^*

Coors & Coors Light
Budweiser
Milwaukee's Best
Busch
Old Milwaukee

12pk
12pk
12pk
12pk
12pk

cans
cans
cans
cans
cans

5.29
5.29
2.99
4.29
4.09

Cigarettes
Candy Bars
Lays Chips
Lance Chips
2 Chili Dogs
Pepsi and Diet Pepsi

3 packs for
Reg. size

3.20
3 for 99C
99C
990
1.09
990

2 Liters

"The Funnest Restaurant in Town"
r/-\oos
°gSe*

Experience our:
Unbelievable Subs
and our

A.

^

«

Original JJ<u» P\zza\

ft

y«««eee««e«e*eeee«»«eeB»e«ee»eee»ess»see«»ee«e««ee^
1059 S. High St.
433-0077

We accept Master Card, Visa,
American Express, and Exxon Credit Cards

BRING YOUR PARENTS TO LUIGIS COUPON!!

Cash Flow Cards Welcome!
Sorry, no checks.

$2.00 OFF

s Both Full and Self Serve Gas.
Prices good until 10/25/88 or while supplies last

Your Meal,
Fri., Sat., or Sun.
>•■•»•!

Oct. 21,22,23,1988
BZJO/20 _
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Champion Reverse
Weave Sweatshirts
reg $32.95

SALE $25.95

Champion Imprinted
Crewneck Sweatshirts
reg $15.50

SALE $12.99

i

SINCE 1876

*J

OPEN PARENTS' DAY
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Sale ends Saturday October 22nd
Jansport 9 oz.
Sweatshirts
Crewneck
Hooded

$14.99

$16.99

Imprinted Coffee Mugs.
Shot Glasses, and
Old Fashion Glasses
°nly $1.99 each

JMUCar
Shades
reg $5.95

SALE $4.50

1820 South Main St.

OPEN HOUSE"
All JMU Students, Parents,and Faculty
Members are invited to an OPEN HOUSE
on Saturday, October 22nd and Sunday
October 23rd between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Stop by for your copy of the exciting new
floor plans which will be the ultimate in off
campus student housing at Hunters Ridge. We are
located adjacent to Howard Johnson's on Port Republic Road.

Hunters Ridge
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
703-434-5150

»
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COLLEGE CLIPS
Groups trying to get students to vote
[CPS] — Five hundred and fifty student leaders
gathered in Washington, D.C., over the Sept. 30
weekend to try to figure out how to do something no
one's ever done before: Get college students to vote.
They're not alone. The chancellor of the City
University of New York, the student president at the
University of Idaho, Public Interest Research Groups,
the National Student Education Fund, the U.S. Student
Association, the Grassroots Organizing Weekends
Project, both major political parlies and scores of
campus groups nationwide are attempting the task.
On Oct. 3, the student leaders were scheduled to start
a month-long bus tour of eastern and midwestern
campuses to try to register students to vote.
Said Catherine Crane of the National Student
Campaign for Voter Registration, "This is a watershed
year. This election will define the direction our country
is going in."
Her organization held the weekend conference of
student leaders.
CUNY" Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy appealed to
students' wallets: "There is a direct relationship
between the amount of student-aid dollars available and
the number of votes in the ballot box. You can be sure
that elected officials understand both the cause and the
effect."
But ever since 1972, less than half of the country's
26 million 18- to 24-year-olds even registered to vote.
Fewer than 41 percent bothered to vote.
"[Students] tend to participate less than people in
their middle years," reports Dr. Matthew R. Kerbel, a
political scientist at Villanova University. "Students
are less settled and their minds are on other things.
"And they feel their votes don't make a critical
difference," Kerbel said.
"Students are busy with other things," agreed John
Carmichael,' a University of Alabama-Birmingham
associate professor of political science and public
affairs.
"If they are away from home, the logistics of
registering may create difficulty. If they are not

married, not homeowners, they don't feel a vested
interest [in voting]," Carmichael said.
Kerbel figures there's not much chance of getting
students interested in registering at least until "the
World Scries is over and the election is the only major
sporting event in the country."

being a student, the need for higher education funding,"
persuaded Gina Olson, an Illinois State University
sophomore from Palos Heights, III., to register.
A registration drive at the University of Illinois'
main Champaign-Urbana campus netted 1,250 new
student voters in one day in September.
University of Oregon sophomore Cassie Curtis
decided to register because she cared deeply about an
initiative on the state ballot and because she wants "to
prevent Bush from becoming president."
"This is an important election for students," said
Angelis Vlahou, a graduate student at Illinois'
Sangamon State University who registered for the first
time because he was upset by state education budget
cuts.
Moreover, a special program made it "easy to
register. You enter the door in the cafeteria, and they
were there. You didn't have to spend the day to find the
[voter registration| office," Vlahou said.
Even failures aren't deterring the optimists trying to
organize the student vote.
When bad weather and a light turnout netted only 50
new student registrants at Indiana University in
mid-September, student Vice President Andy Potts,
taking aim at his drive's goal of 10,000 voters,
commented, "Only 9,950 more to go."
Courtesy of College Press Service
So student leaders at Idaho's public campuses
organized a statewide registration drive, while faculty
"It's more of a challenge [to try to lure students to
members at Broome Community College in
voting booths] because the elections aren't exciting,"
Binghampton, N.Y., handed out voter registration
said University of Oregon activist Karen Gaffney.
forms to their students with the goal of registering 40
percent of the student body.
Students do, in fact, turn out in greater numbers than
USSA's 30-campus bus tour "will reach about one
non-students of the same age, said Kevin Harris of
million people," Harris said.
USSA.
The Illinois Student Association has tacked up
Harris added they do so in spite of often not knowing
how to register or where, in spite of registrars who tell posters reading, "Lawmakers think students don't vote.
them "you can't register unless you pay taxes in New Surprise them. Register to vote," on campuses around
York," and in spite of county clerks who will not that state.
deputize a registrar to serve the students.
But history is hard to buck, and "there is a general
So far, at least some students have responded to malaise in the population," asserts Alabama's
efforts to register them.
Carmichael. "People may be satisfied with the way
Factors like "education issues, the disadvantages of things are."

Are we really having a 'teacher shortage?'
[CPS] — There may not be a teacher
shortage after all, a report released last
week claimed.
However, few other education
observers said they believed the report
But based on a survey of 75 school
districts and more than 1,000 education
majors looking for jobs, the
Washington, D.C.-based National
Center for Education Information found
a waiting list for many of the teaching
jobs available this year.
"There is no teacher shortage,"
concluded NCEI president C. Emily
Feistritzer.
Various surveys have forecast dire
shortages of teachers in elementary,
junior high and high schools, and an
even worse shortage of college teachers.

Few other than NCEI believe the
situation is changing.
Jewell Gould, research director of the
American Federation of Teachers, is one
who doesn't.

Rogers cited an NEA survey of 191
school districts that found teacher
shortages in several disciplines. Of the
surveyed districts, 45 percent had a
shortage of teacher applicants.

"NCEI ignored reports from the Labor
Department that 35 to 40 percent of the
teaching force will be eligible for
retirement by the end of the century,"
Gould charged. "And half of those who
start teaching now will drop out of the
profession in five years."

One method of dealing with the
problem is to eliminate course
offerings, Rogers said.
"If there is no chemistry teacher, the
district doesn't offer the course. There's
no vacancy that way, but the kids are
shortchanged," she said.

Gould said math and science teachers
also are needed badly.

Rogers joined Gould in questioning
NCEI's methods.
"She [Feistritzer] used people who
responded to [NCEI's job bank] ads,
people who don't have a teaching job.
How representative of the teaching
profession are they?" Rogers asked.
At the Western Interstate

Said Marilyn Rogers of the National
Education Association, "To meet the
need for teachers, about 25 percent of
all the students in college are needed in
teacher education. Currently, we have
only 8 percent."

Commission for Higher Education,
which reported that education programs
in the 14 western slates will not
produce enough teachers to meet the
needs of the region through the 1990s,
Charles Lenth had kinder words for the
NCEI study.
"Her findings may be accurate today,
but what about the future?" Lenth
asked.
Today is a problem in some places.
At
the
University
of
Nebraska-Omaha, a student-to-instructor
ratio of 35-1 in the business school last
week prompted Chancellor Del Weber
to ask the state legislature for help in
hiring 15 new faculty members.
Texas A&M and the California State
University system also have reported
faculty shortages in recent years.
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Bad grades
At one time or another, most JMU students
probably have been enrolled in a course where the
grading was done on an inflated scale.
Obviously, this type of grading doesn't go over too
well with students since they must work even harder
to get the grade they desire.
But in addition to the necessity of working harder
to achieve grades, assigning grades according to an
inflated scale has various other implications.
For example, when students receive their grades at
the end of each semester, no grading scale is given.
The only thing that appears on the actual grade report
is the translation of each grade (e.g. A-Superior,
B-Good,etc.).
Now with no grading scale explained, anyone
reading a grade report probably assumes that the
grades are assigned on a 10-point scale (90-100=A,
80-89=B, etc.) since it is the standard grading scale.
But if the grades were based on an inflated scale,
interpretation of those grades would be skewed.
The primary purpose of grades is to rate the quality
of an individual's performance But to make
comparisons, an element must remain constant. A
uniform grading scale establishes this necessary
constant, without which the basis for comparison is
destroyed.
In addition to affecting each individual student's
grades, an inflated grading scale has broader
implications too.
If inflated scales are used more in certain majors
than in others, the same quality work done in one
major is assigned a different grade than the same
quality work done in another major.
It seems that if unnecessary disparity can be
avoided, it should be. There are plenty of ways for
professors to make their classes more challenging
without changing the grading scale.
There are basically two r jlutions to the problem of
grade disparity.
The first is for the university to impose a standard
grading scale for all courses university-wide. This
alternative would benefit everybody and would be
easy to implement since no costs are involved.
The grading scale would then be explained on (he
student grade reports so it would be clear what scale
the grades were being assigned on. Assigning
numerical grades is also a possibility, but in the end
they too probably would be interpreted using a
10-point scale.
/
A second solution to the problem of inflated
grading scales is to alloV professors to formulate
their own grading scales and explain each scale on the
grade report. Obviously, this /would make the grade
report more complex and would require a lot more
work and a lot more hassle on the part of professors
and the records office.
It is obvious that students work hard for their
grades! At a time when the importance of grades is
questionable enough, shouldn't we try to keep the
meaning of grades as consistent as possible?

Pro-choice abortion advocates
'unfairly represented' women
To the editor:
I'm writing in response to ■ letter published in The
Breeze (Oct. 10).
I felt that the women of JMU were being unfairly
represented by Miss Hronis and her friends. Although I
do not agree 100 percent with Students for America, I
resent, as a woman, being lumped into the pro-choice
camp.
Miss Hronis and her friends are certainly not
speaking on behalf of this woman at JMU. I realize
that they stated very clearly that they were not taking
side*, but anyone who cared to read the letter could tell
that they were taking sides — the pro-choice side (and
yes, this goes side-by-side with the dreaded "L" word).
Abortion is an indication of the tragic state of moral
decay in American society. (Can you believe that even
Barbara Walters admits it?)
Who has the right to decide who lives and who dies?
It's very easy for us. the living and breathing, to pass
the death sentence on the unborn. What if the Roe vs.
Wade decision was made 20 years earlier — by how
much would JMU's overcrowding and parking problem
be reduced?
The bottom line for abortion seems to be whether
the baby is wanted or not. (Please note that I use the
word "baby" and not "fetus.") This implies that the
value of a human life depends solely on its being
wanted. Does human life have no value in itself?
Miss Hronis and her friends are not the only ones
who are misinformed about abortion. Guest columnist
Ann Eng is also misinformed.
Only approximately five percent of abortions arc
performed for the health of the mother (whether that
be the physical or mental health). I find it rather
ironic that our society insists on seeing stillbirth and
miscarriage as tragedies and yet abortion is just
another daily happening.

Physiologically speaking, abortion is no different
from a miscarriage (the body knows no difference) and
it also can be psychologically devastating. We have
been trying to convince ourselves for years that
abortion is okay because the "fetus" is not a "baby"
until it breathes.
Deep down, however, wc know thai die controversy
over abortion is so great because that "mass of tissueis a human life, as much as each of us today who lives
and breathes.
I challenge every student to view the exhibit on the
stages of human development that JMU owns. Look
carefully and see if you can see a qtsemblance to
yourself. Yes. I guess I am pro-choice. I believe that
every child should have the same choice that we do —
the choice to live.
Anne Husn Ian
senior
history

Men without rights in abortion
To the editor:
In response to Grace Hronis' letter of Oct. 10, she
states her viewpoint of pro-choice on abortion as
being as important as the freedom of choice in all
aspects of the USA.
I wholeheartedly agree with you, Grace — women
should have the choice to do what they want with their
bodies. There is no way that any government should
disallow that. It is not only a basic human right, but
an American right as well.
What I am concerned about is the question of the
rights of men in abortion cases if there is such a
question. Legally, the man has no say in the decision
of abortion — in essence, he has no choice.
If his girlfriend or wife wants to abort their future
child, what can he do? In cases of rape where the
*oman has been violated, there is no question that she
should have- every right in that decision, but in the

See RIGHTS page 10 >
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Candidates and debates failed voters
Michael Dukakis himself said to the Washington
Post, "You know, debates don't win or lose elections.
They give people a better sense of you." In this case,
he failed his self-proclaimed mission of the debates
— and to a lesser extent so did George Bush.
We did not get a "better sense" of either candidate,
but a reassurance of our growing doubts about their
integrity. Nothing seemed to be treated as real on
those stages at Wake Forest University and UCLA. It
is questionable if the candidates even are taking the
American voter seriously.
The presidential debates did very little to directly
answer our questions about each candidate's ideology
and competency. This year's "debates" cannot be a
deciding factor in any citizen's vote; they did not
provide sufficient information to the voter because
rarely was an issue discussed on its merits.
Bush and Dukakis still have a lot of work to do in
establishing who they -are and what they want to
accomplish.
Both candidates say they are running because they
believe in America and in the American people. Why
didn't the candidates honor their own statements and
give us something more substantial than their insults
and comebacks to each other in efforts to protect their
egos and fragile images. Why didn't they give us
something well worth our time to listen to?
It is a given that one candidate is a Republican and
thus conservative, and that another candidate is a
Democrat and thus liberal.
"Labels don't mean a thing," Dukakis said.
But they do. They define who we are, even if
superficially. And if the labels are false, then they
should be clarified by the candidate. The debates
should have reached beneath the trite words that label

the candidates to give us a more complete
understanding of their positions.
We all generally understand what pro-choice,
pro-gun control and anti-capital punishment are; and
we understand what right-to-life, anti-gun control and
pro-capital punishment mean. The debates were held
because these labels and who they are affixed to
should not be the only basis by which we choose a
candidate.

A SECOND LOOK
Ann Eng
The American people should not be so lazy as to
accept the lay definition behind these labels when the
candidates representing them have not explained why
they hold such convictions towards these ideas. The
debates should have shaken us out of our daze to look
beyond the empty images of the candidates.
Instead, the debates were nothing but empty images
behind trite words and labels — the issues were not
well-discussed.
Dukakis wanted this election to be about
competency, not ideology. This is impossible. A
campaign and its subsequent votes are based entirely
on the candidate's image — and his image is his
representation of his ideology in addition to his
competency. Thus, a candidate's beliefs or ideology
should mean something to him.
In the second debate last week. Bush portrayed his
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personal attachment to his values, but Dukakis
somehow did not. His campaign aides worry about
this, because although he can still go out and show
who he really is — his other self-proclaimed mission
— he will never get the chance to reach the amount
of people who saw the debates. Dukakis has switched
places with Bush. Now Dukakis is the candidate who
needs an image.
Bush, in the meantime, has used the upswing in
his image to sidestep his connection to the less
positive aspects of the Reagan administration. This
oversight makes him less trustworthy and legitimate
as a sincere candidate. He needs to explain his
involvement, or lack of it, in these occurences — not
avoid them.
Each candidate would not have had to act so
defensively if he were confident in himself and his
abilities. The debates showed little of either
candidate's supposed intelligence, creativity and
integrity; the debates gave us little impetus to trust
our faith in one or the other candidate.
It has been an American tradition to make our
president somewhat of a hero, to think of him as
better than us. The debates did not elevate the
candidates to this level; rather, in their name calling,
the candidates reduced themselves before our very
eyes.
•
This is not to say that jokes are forbidden. But the
debates themselves shouldn't have been a joke.The
candidates didn't have to act like well-disciplined
school boys, but both Bush and Dukakis should have
better valued the purpose of the debates and the
expectations of Americans. Then we might have
some satisfaction and certainty when we cast our
votes in November.
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Rights
>• (Continued from pago 8)
recurring case of the "mistaken pregnancy" I have a
real problem.
Contrary to popular belief, there are some men out
there that will suffer a great deal of emotional distress
in the mistaken pregnancy.
If the woman did have sexual intercourse by her own
choice, then the man should have some say in the
future of that baby. I am not arguing the right of a
woman to her body. I am arguing the rights of a father
to his baby.
I do not know how the law could provide for this —
I see it as near impossible; so I ask for compassion
on the part of all women to think about the feelings
of the man.
Grace, I think you will agree with me that America
is not Utopia, and in the situation of the American
female, her choices are not always fair, but do not feel
snubbed, because in some cases the man has no choice
at all.
Sven Johnson
freshman
business accounting

Strip in 'extremely poor taste'
To the editor:
Chris DcCarlo seems to think that-anyone who has
had a negative reaction to his recent scries of comic
strips lacks a sense of humor. I disagree. Although I
respect the rights guaranteed to Mr. DcCarlo under the
First Amendment to the Constitution, I feel that the
entire scries was in extremely poor taste.
The issue here is not if Mr. DeCarlo took a cheap
shot. That is a given, regardless of which gender he
intended to insult. Rather, the issue is if The Breeze
displayed good judgment in choosing to run such a
.tasteless scries — regardless of their constitutional
right to do so.

.. for one. am tired of reading about -M"*"
every Monday and Thursday mom.ng over break *
To Mr. DeCarlo I say this: if you carno be
entertaimng without being graphic, please do us all
favor and tun, your strip over to someone who can.
Heather Dixon
sophomore
communication

Cartoon's attackers missed point
To the editor:
, cl.vrra\
When I read Chris DcCarlo's com.c imp of several
months ago (it seems), I got the .dca th. he w.
satirizing insensitive guys. In fact. I .^Jfgj
he was too obvious in his ridicule of these guys. Silly
""To those of my fellow females who are
understandably offended when you see the phrase on
the rag." please lake another second to look at the
context in which you sec it.
Chris DeCarlo was on your side. He was try.ng to
show what jerks guys can be. He was making fun of
ignorant, insensitive guys.
I'm a girl and 1 was unoffended by the com.c strip,
not just because I can take a joke, but because 1 can
tell when a joke is not against me.
Girls, its not your lack of a sense of humor that I
irritating, it's your lack of common sense. You vc
grossly and embarrassingly missed the point.
Amy Carter
junior
communication

Students for America failed to
'disrupt some media attention'
To the editor:
This letter is in response to the article on Students
for America that appeared in the Oct. 10 issue of The
Breeze.

Says Students for America vice president John
Wirth "We were trying to disrupt some of the media
attention that we thought was unwarranted."
Thanks. John Wirth. for deciding for mc that I do
not need to hear about UCAM or its demonstration for
peace. Maybe you'll decide next time that I shouldn't
hear about the homeless in America. Or maybe there
arc some books you don't think I should read.
John Wirth, how dare you presume to decide for me
what the media should or should not cover? I will not
tolerate your attempts to "disrupt some media
attention."
It infuriates me to think that you have any right to
decide for thousands what they should or should not
see through the media. The ease with which you
assume such censoring postures is frightening.
John Wirth, anything you want to hide from mc must
be something your group is afraid of. Anytime you try
to shield the media away from something, everyone of
us will search even harder to learn about it.
Not only did your group fail, John Wirth, but
through their ignorance they brought more publicity
to UCAM than they ever would have received.
Scott Mew but II
Junior
communication

UB40 concert not a good time
To the editor:
Last Saturday night I attended the UB40 concert with
a group of my friends. We had anticipated a great time;
unfortunately, we were mistaken.
I do not know what got into everybody — maybe a
little too much beer — but the crowd was uncontrolled,
immature and violent!
When we first got out onto the floor, one of my
friends fainted from the heat. Nobody helped her. She
was stepped on and ignored. When her boyfriend was
finally able to carry her away, he was not allowed to

See CONCERT page 11 >
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Concert
>■ (Continued from page 10)
pass; instead, everybody pushed him. Then some guy
was trying to push his way up from. Another one of
my friends happened to be in his way, so he punched
her.
After Ihe guy next to us had gotten into two fights,
most of us decided to go up to the scats. My friend
who had decided to stay regretted her decision later.
A group of people decided that they wanted to get
closer to the stage. To accomplish this, they began
pulling my friend's hair and pushing her around. One
of these people hit her in the stomach so hard she
could not breathe. When she finally got to the scats,
she was clutching her stomach and crying. So far
UB40 had played five songs at the most. We were
really having a great lime!
The purpose of this letter is not to rag on anybody
for having a good time. Having a good lime is great.
However, I hope this letter will make people more
aware of their actions. Really, is being up front at a
concert worth hitting and stepping on someone? I •
hope nobody thinks it is. If you do, I pity you!
Melanie Rimler
freshman
English

Scrapping SDI dangerous idea
To the editor:
Mark Bolino's comments concerning the Strategic
Defense Initiative in his letter to the editor in The
Breeze (Oct. 6) were certainly thought-provoking, but
I question the extent of research that was used in its I
preparation.
Mr. Bolino questions how SDI would threaten a
deranged, neurotic terrorist in the unfortunate event
that nuclear warheads became available to such a
person.

I must respond by simply saying, it won't threaten.
In fact, SDI is not and never was meant to be a
threatening device in international power.
Rather, it is a defense system employed to
discourage an offensive move by another nation. It
would discourage such a move because it would be
almost ineffective in killing Americans and destroying
American properly.
On the response that SDI may not defend 100
percent effectively, it sure as hell is better than
nothing lo protect us from terrorists with the bomb.
Bolino himself calls SDI a defense system in his
letter.
Secondly, Bolino's allegation that SDI will be used
only to defend military bases is a blatant lie. SDI, in
the hapless event that it must be used, is designed to
protect the people of the United States — not just its
military bases, not just Washington, D.C., but the
whole country.
I must doubt Bolino's understanding of current
political thinking in the area of defense. What we
have now is MAD — mutual assured destruction
(literally, too). If you blow us up, we'll blow you up.
We need something to actually defend our nation
from a first-strike attack. The Soviets presently have a
four- and five-tier land-based defense system.
Some Defense Department projections estimate that
if the Soviets launched a first-strike nuclear attack
today, between 100-120 million Americans would die
in the first few days, while 10-25 million Soviets
would perish.
As stated, the Soviets already have an extensive
defense system, and to supplement this, they have a
well-organized civil defense plan with fallout shelters
and have been working on a system similar to SDI for
years. To date, the Soviet government has spent $150
billion on a missile defense system.
Clearly it is not in our best national interest to sit
back and do nothing to counter this growth of military
defense power in the Soviet Union.
The primary theoretical motive of SDI is to defend.

not to threaten or challenge. It is meant not as an
' aggressor, but as a defender against accidental and
intentional launches from another country, whether it
be terrorist or not.
Just as the Soviets do, we too continue to research.
After billions of dollars in research, scrapping SDI
would not only be foolish, it would be dangerous.
•
Kenneth Aldrich
freshman
political science

Environmental awareness club
to protect, restore, enjoy nature
To the editor:
We would like to proudly announce the creation of
JMU's own environmental awareness club —
E.A.R.T.H. (Environmental Awareness and Restoration
Through our Help).
As students concerned about our environment, we
feel the time is right to enlist the aid of the JMU
community — both students and faculty — to help
protect, restore, and enjoy the world around us.
As an affiliate of the Sierra Club, we will enjoy the
benefits of their experience and knowledge while
remaining a separate and distinct organization. They
will offer special events and outings open to our club
— hiking, rafting, canoeing, plus many other
entertaining and educational events.
So come on, JMU, get involved in a club that
directly affects all of us. Together we can make a
difference. Our first meeting will be today, Thursday,
Oct. 20 at 5 p.m. in the Warren Campus Center, room
C. And remember, the world you save is your own.
Steven Nickel
junior
English/political science
2 other signatures
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FOCUS
Dirty dancing — a form of safe sex?
By Ann Eng
staff writer

In the "bump-and-grind," students literally are
bumping pelvises with their partners. For the
"Spanish dip," a couple stands face-to-face while the
woman swings her upper body across to one side,
grazing the man's chest, leans back, and sways around
to the other side.
In the "dirty dip," the man anchors the woman by
her arm as she dips back to the floor, and in "workin'
on down" one partner's hands go down the side of the
other partner's body and back up again.
In "draggin' the lip," a woman dips to .the side and
back, and then the man "drags his lip" up her torso.
Sullivan voiced everyone's thoughts when she said,
"There's a whole new meaning to this dancing when
you're dancing with someone you like."
She said, "When you're dancing with a partner, you
are basically dancing on your partner's leg. The man
is leading you with his knee and you have to trust
him not to drop you."
Sullivan said the concept of dirty dancing is a
resurgence of the '60s — "Although we didn't dance
as closely back then," she laughed.
"The dancing in the movie is a culmination of the
dances in the '60s, but dirty dancing has more of a
rhythm to it."
Some students particularly identify with the
dancing because their parents danced like the people
in the movie.
Junior Buffi Jones said, "My mother still dances
like this. She hasn't grown out of it."
Sullivan, like Jones' mother, grew up with the
dances from "Dirty Dancing," so the basic moves
were familiar to her when she saw the movie. Later
she did some research from the "Dirty Dancing" book
and watched the movie's choreographer on "The
Oprah Winfrey Show."
By then, Sullivan, an aerobics instructor, was
putting together moves from the film to teach her
aerobics classes.

This is her first coed class, and she said it's much
easier to teach than an all-female class. It also has
more energy, and the students seem to have more fun
in the coed situation.
Merrill said, "It's definitely something you can take
out of class and use. I feel like my money has been
well spent."

Last summer a movie emerged, echoing our
parents' past by furthering the resurgence of '60s
music and introducing an adaptation of the '60s styles
of dance — "dirty dancing."
For six weeks, 20 JMU students have been learning
dirty dancing.
Sophomore Jennifer Graham said, "I'll use it in
Even if they were drawn to the classes with images
public if I find the right person."
from the movie spinning in their heads, they're
Ray Cash, a sophomore and resident adviser in
discovering dirty dancing is not really "dirty" — but
Garber Hall, said, "I think dirty dancing is a popular
fun.
thing now. In a way, you have to be serious about it,
Instructor Brcnda Sullivan, who jokingly described
even though you're having a lot of Inn.
this kind of dance as a form of safe sex, said it can be
"I think it would be a good program to present to
very sensual if it's done with the right person.
residents," Cash said. "We could combine an all-girls'
"This type of dancing is for anyone," Sullivan said.
dorm with an all-guys' dorm."
"You don't need classical dance training to do it —
With only one class left in the session, students are
even Jennifer Grey [who plays Baby in the movie] is
comfortable with all the dance movements, and
not a professional dancer. She practiced for 12 hours
Sullivan is giving them more freedom.
almost every day for four or five months before the
She said, "Listen to the music and figure out where
movie was filmed."
you want to put certain moves."
Sullivan said her main objective is for students to
Some students even began improvising their own
have fun and be comfortable dancing. **"
movements. Their next goal is to adapt these moves
She said she's already reached her goal — students
to more current music.
were hesitant when the classes first met, but now are
Caper Thomas said, "We have to find some new
dancing without that ambivalence they felt before
music to dance to. The "Dirty Dancing" soundtrack is
taking the class. They have fun because it gives them
great to learn with, but we won't always hear it at
a chance to dance with someone in a way they've
dances. Different music would let us test what we've
never done before.
learned."
Only one male student showed up for the first
class, and he practiced the dance movements with all
The seven-week University Program
the female students. But by the second session, the
Board-sponsored class meets Tuesday nights from 6
males and females were matched evenly.
to 7 p.m. in Blackwell auditorium. Sullivan plans to
Sullivan began that second class by saying,
offer the course again in November for couples only.
"Gentlemen, all the moves will be done on your
She said she's looking forward to teaching the class
body."
again because she's having as much fun teaching the
The 10 couples laughed — then the men smiled.
class as the students are learning the different kind of
Sophomore Bill Merrill, who is taking the classes
dancing.
with his friends, said the class is a good way to meet
people.
"We just met our partners here," Merrill said.
"And you find out a lot about the person — by
talking to them," he added quickly.
During the first five sessions, the class learned two
basic hip movements and five dance moves. They
first practiced the hip movements alone, working on
the grind, a circular movement of the hips, and then
the two-count, which involves two sideways
scoop-like hip movements on each side.
Throughout the session, Sullivan stressed, "Don't
do anything you're not comfortable with."
At the end of the first class, she said the students
were comfortable with the basic hip moves, and in
the next sessions the students moved on to other
dance moves with their partners.
As the students learned the moves, Sullivan
emphasized there is more to dancing than just the
steps.
Sullivan said much of dancing's impact comes from
a person's state of mind. "Thai's a large part of what
makes it sexy," she said.
She also added, "Dirty dancing involves movement
and style, not just dance steps.
"The other factors of the dancing's impact,"
Sullivan said, "arc body isolation and counting with
the beat"
Staff photo by JACILEBHERZ
In the following sessions, students learned more
Students
get
close
on
the,Blackwell
auditorium
stage
to
practice
their dirty dances.
partner-oricnted movements.
■•iiiii>t>
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Special sales for
even better deals!
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Fashion Boots
14 E Waler Slreet
Hamsonburg VA
434-4466

CAMPBELL'S

Chicken
Noodle Soup

41*
39
12^5
10.75-oz

LIGHT, EXTRA GOLD OR

Coors
Original Draft

■ ■
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IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE
REGULAR CRUST

Deli Fresh
Pepperoni Pizza

"WHAT
VETERINARY HOSPIT.AL
Offers Dental Care?
We do! Preventive dental care is an important part
of your pet's preventive health care program. 85%
of pets over six years of age have dental problems that
can lead to problems with the heart, kidneys and other
major organs. Regular brushing helps to prevent tartar
and gum disease and can even lenghthen your pet's life.
^ Call us today for a dental check-up for your pet!

JGS3L, 434-0166

Qoidtn China
JyCStClUTCltlt •Coctails & Polynesian

Make Reservations Early
for Parents Weekend

Lunch 'Buffet
Tues.-Fri.
11:30am-2pm
Come try our

Sunday 'Buffet
Sunday
11:30am-3pm
Carry Out & Reservations
434 -

Open Tuesday thru Sunday
30 West Water Street (Next to Spanky's)

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:

LSAT-GRE-MCAT
GRE classes to start in October at Mary
Baldwin College 804-979-3001

1928 Arlington Blvd. SuH«200
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TOYS ALLOWED
By Laurel Wissinger

assistant business editor

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

How's that saying go — the more things
change, the more they stay the same?
It's turned out to be true in Eagle Hall, a
residence hall that used to house only female
freshmen. The eighth floor is now home to
60 men — but the 450 residents say the
change is hardly as exciting as the rest of the
campus thinks it is.
"Everybody else thinks it's a big deal," said
Duncan Satchcll, an eighth-floor resident.
"Actually, it's really kind of ordinary."
The Eagle arrangement was established this
summer when the Office of Residence Life
shuffled housing assigments because of a
shortage of rooms in male residence halls,
said Dr. William Bolding, ORL director.
"[The ORL] looked at what sizes and
numbers we had to work with, and came to
the conclusion that Eagle was the best
solution," Bolding said. His office then sent
letters to all freshmen explaining that
solution, the campus housing situation and
changes.
For many of the men assigned to Eagle, the
information that ihey would be spending nine
months with 390 girls was welcome — to
put it mildly.
"I had heard rumors during summer football
practice that they were changing Eagle to a
coed dorm," Eriq Williams said. "I was
hoping and praying I would be staying thdre.
"The day I found out I was going to live in
Eagle was one of the best of my life."
When Chris Goodwin saw his housing
assignment, he first thought someone had
made an error.
"I thought it was a mistake,1' he said. "I had
friends who went here last year, and they told
me it had to be wrong, that Eagle was all
girls."
But the letter from the Office of Residence
Life set him straight.
"Then it was exciting to think about," he
said.
Living with 390 females is by far the men's
favorite aspect of living in Eagle. The l-to-7
male-to-female ratio provides plenty of
opportunity for them to come in contact with
members of the opposite sex, the men said.

Williams liked the "access to women in the
privacy of your own dorm.
"You don't have to walk across campus to
see a girl," he said.
Meeting females doesn't necessarily involve
doing anything out of the ordinary, Satchcll
said. "It's not like we go roaming their halls
at night."
His roommate Pat Burke added, "We just
introduce ourselves to them when we see
them."
Living within such close proximity to so
many females allows the men to see girls
outside of the normal class and party scene,
Jeh Hicks said. "You see [girlsj so often, and
in places where you can have a semi-decent
conversation with them, rather than just
staring across English class."
The men agreed the most popular place to
meet girls is in the elevator.
"Living on the eighth floor, 1 always take
uie elevator up, and there are always girls in
the elevator," Duncan Booth said.
"A lot of times they're the ones who will
start a conversation," he added.
Matt Simar, the eighth-floor resident
adviser, tipped Hicks off that the elevator
would provide plenty of social opportunities.
"He told us maybe we'd find a wife or the
love of our life [there]," he said.
Ironically, fifth-floor female resident Lara
Parker said the "only time she really ever sees
the guys" is in the elevator.
The men don't just have a wider circle of
female friends by living in Eagle — other
men want to be close to them because of
where they live.
"I have this one friend who calls at all hours
of the night when he's drunk, wanting me to
let him in Eagle," Satchcll said.
Burke added, "There are always three or four
guys hanging around the door when I come
home."
Another advantage the male residents have
found is that there arc usually several females
around who are willing to do their laundry —
although sometimes not intentionally.
"I left my clothes ki the washer once and
this girl dumped hers on top of mine and
washed them again," Hicks said.

See EAGLE page 19>
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Get an IBM PS/2
now and save.
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For a limited time only.
DESCRIPTION

LIST PRICE

PS/2 Model 25

$2,460

Monochrome
and assorted features
PS/2 Model 25
Color and assorted features
PS/2 Model 25
Color and Proprinter
and assorted features

$2,969
$3,591

SALE PRICR
$1,562
$1,795
$2,143

Prices are subject to change and do not include sales tax
• Offer expires December 31. 1988.
« Offer limited to qualified students, faculty and staff.

IBM an< Nranal system/^ are regstered trademarks <t Intemafona] 853555

corporation

JMU BOOKSTORE
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Move over Cray and Stevie Ray — here comes Healey
By John Lindaman
staff writer

Jeff Healey kicks ass. There's no two
ways about it.
Guitar Player magazine praised his
"amazing chops," "wicked vibrato" and
"resplendent feedback," and even B.B.
King agreed: "I've never seen anything
like it.
"Your execution is the best I've ever
seen," King reportedly told Healey.
"Stick with it and you'll be bigger than
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Stanley Jordan
and B.B. King."
He's right
Jeff Healey, a 22-year-old Canadian
who's just now receiving acclaim past
that of his legendary peers, is bringing
new life to the blues/rock guitar scene.
His playing on "See The Light," the
Jeff Healey Band's vinyl debut, boasts
heavy doses of leads from the blistering
Stevie Ray Vaughan school of guitar
— only better. But this style,
highlighted in "Confidence Man," "My
Little Girl" and "Someday, Someway,"
doesn't end there.
Healey also successfully tackles other
blues styles, including a clean Robert
Cray on "River of No Return" and "I
Need To Be Loved," a tightly phrased
Billy Gibbons on ZZ Top's "Blue Jean

Blues," and an abandoned dash of Jimi
Hendrix in the title track, wherein he
leaves the blues far behind and breaks
into no-holds-barred rock.
The instrumental blues jams "Nice
Problem To Have" and "Hideaway"
(both of which also feature guitar great

"I tried playing guitar the normal
way," he said in a press release, "but I
just wasn't very comfortable, so 1
decided to hold it on my lap and work
out all the chords that way."
It might sound strange, but Healey
definitely uses it to his advantage.

"I've never seen anything like it."
— B.B. King
Robbie Blunt), are both superb
examples of great rock and blues and
alone arc well worth the price of the
album.
While the covers, including those by
John Hialt, Freddie King and ZZ Top,
among others, are good showcases for
Healcy's guitarwork and voice, Hcalcy's
originals are all very strong both
lyrically and musically, and show off
his many influences.
But Healey's peculiarities don't end
with his combination of styles. Blind
since age 1, he plays the guitar by
laying it on his lap and fretting the
chords and notes piano-style with his
left hand while picking with his right,
rather than
the traditional
hand-around-the-ncck method favored by
most guitarists.

"I can use all five of my left-hand
fingers for different types of vibrato. I
do a lot of bending with my thumb and
use it to hit notes above and beyond
where you could normally reach.1'
Healey first picked up a guitar at age
three, but had to wait until 1985 to
receive critical acclaim. During that
year, he wound up on the stage of
Toronto's Albert Hall with Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Albert Collins for a jam
session to end all jam sessions.
Afterwards Vaughan said, "Man, he is
going to revolutionize the way a guitar
can be played." The quote began to get
around, and things began to pick up for
the young Canadian.
He soon formed the Jeff Healey Band
with drummer Tom Stephen and bassist
Joe Rockman. The newly formed trio

cut the "See the Light" single on its
own record label, and sent Stephen to
New York with the single, a video, a
demo tape and a pile of glowing press
clips.
Stephen pushed their stuff around to
various record labels, finally finding
success in a contract with Arista. The
label then sent the video to
producer-extraordinaire Jimmy Iovine,
who needed a guitarist like Healey to
star in and record the soundtrack for a
movie. That film, "Road House," is set
for release in late 1989.
"Sec the Light" establishes Jeff
Healey as a guitarist whose talents will
keep him in the public eye for years to
come, as well as a songwriter who can
hold his own next to the likes of John
Hiatt and Billy Gibbons. He's made a
record that can't be played loud enough,
found a starring role in a feature film,
and been acclaimed by a jury of his
peers in Guitar Player magazine.
Robert Cray now can go crawl under
a rock somewhere and make his
Michelob commercials, the requirement
of all bluesmen past their peak.
Jeff Hcaley's songs arc better and he
plays them better — he can fill the
shoes of all the has-beens and any of
the would-bcs.
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Jiffy 66 & Market

jg%

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD

Stroh's15pk.Reg.&Lt
CoorsReg.only12pk.
Coors Reg. 6 pk.
Coors Reg. & x-Goid Suitcase
Coors Light & X-Gold 6 pk.
Coors Light 12 pk.
Coors X-Gold 12 pk.
Bull 6 pk can
Schaeferi2pk. can
Old Milwaukee 12 pk
Old Milwaukee 6 pk. N.R.

4.99
4.79
2.39
9.89
2.89
5.89
5.49
2.39
2.99
4.59
2.19

£ljf% Saturday, Oct. 22 9 a.m.-5P.m.

Old Milwaukee 7 oz.
Molson Golden &Lt
Hemeken
H.J. Lt.
"New" Coors LtLongneckMR.
Bull 24 oz. can
Miller &LL, Draught 12 pk.
Milwaukee Best 6 pk
Killians
Sig nature 4 pk
Old Milwaukee 24 pk

1.79
3.69
4.69
3.19
3.29
99C
5.59
1.59
3.15
2.15
8.49

LONGNECKS AVAILABLE

Kegs
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

24.00
28.00
60.00
49.00
43.00

Coors
Bud
Old ML
Busch

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

43.00
44.00
29.00
34.00

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

27.00
28.00
23.00
24.00

Much, Much Mqreli
Mh
Cigarettes

igal. 2.09
Reg. 9.29

Dr. Pepper cans
Mountain Dew cans

***m Sunday, Oct. 23

1.69
1.69

Hot Dogs, Magazines, Snacks, Ice
Now serving you with Texaco products
Jiffy 66 & Market 433-8559

,2

*»SPM.

GREEN VALLEY'S COUNTRY GALLERY
ONLY 10 MINUTES SOUTH OF JMu
I

Located 2 miles east of ML Crawford, Virginia
1-81 Exit 61, turn east on Rd. 682. Travel 11/2 miles to Rd. 681
Turn left 1/2 mile to sale. Signs posted sale days.
Over 15,000 new and used records (LPs & 45's), plus tapes.
All types of music: rock, soul, classical, easy listening, jazz,
comedy, children's, country, soundrack, religious, etc.

!

MUST HAVE VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE TO PURCHASE BEER
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSt

Schaefer
Best
Molson
Mchetob
Miller

RECORD FAIR

SPECIAL RECORD FAIR
EXCLUSIVE
We have bought a nice selection of new classical CD's, Cassettes and
LP's (single <fc boxed sets), mostly Phillips & London labels. All
top quality, not cut-out and all at 60°h OFF retail. Most of these
are very limited quantities, so come early for best selection.
This will be our best Fair ever. We have bought over 5,000 new
and used LP's for this Fair. We will have a very fine large lot of
used classical albums (singles & boxed sets) including many
imports (95% are like new). See special below for new classicals.
Another great selection of Rock LPs (1950's-80's) including the
Beatles, Beach Boys, Elvis, etc. A nice group of Country LPs
including a good selection of 1960s. Hard to find older jazz
LPs. A huge collection of soundtracks including many rarities.
All priced at a fraction of book price. We have also added lots of
albums to our other categories plus lOOO's of 45's to our inventory.

GOOD MUSIC AT GREAT PRICES
If you have records in good condition you no longer play,
bring them along. We buy and trade also.
CALL 4344260 for more information

JEFF & BEV EVANS. Owner j
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Red Apple Market & Deli
mumtmpty) Mr. Mfyp® M$®& ®?<®rt

1050 S. Main & 710 Port Roa
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - 7 DAYS A WEEK

BEER SPECIALS
Miller, Lite & Draft
Milwaukees Best & Light
Milwaukees Best & Light
Bud & Bud Light
Bud & Bud Light
Bud & Light Suitcases
Moosehead
Coors, light & Extra Gold
Strohs, Light
Old Milwaukee & Light

6 pk. cans
24 pk.
12 pk.
6pk. N.R
12 pk.
6pk. N.R
12 pk.
15 pk.
6 pk. N.R

2.69
5.95
3.19
2.99
5.99
11.99
3.99
L5.75
..&30
2.15

ALL NEW DELI
Fresh Subs & Sandwiches
Hot Dogs — Barbeque
SNACKS
/

Soda Specials
Coke & Dr. Pepper Products 6 pk. cans
o qq
Pepsi - 2 liters
'
ZZZZZl 05

- ••»•
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Eagle
> (Continued from page 15)

Goodwin said, "I've found that if I
leave [my laundry] in the dryer long
enough it always gets folded. I don't
think I've had to fold it myself yet"
For those men stuck doing their own
wash, they've found the chore to be
more difficult than anticipated.
"These girls have so many clothes,"
Williams said. "I swear some of them
do wash every single day, because
there's never a washer or dryer
available."
Alan Heffner said he once "had to
scrap with this girl for a drier. She was
taking my wel clothes out to put hers
in. It was so uncool."
But the females also find themselves
on the receiving end of laundry room
problems.
"I was in the laundry room once and a
guy decided he was tired of waiting for a
dryer," Renee Kiger said. "It had
stopped running, and the girl never
returned.
"He pulled her laundry out of the
dryer, only to realize it was a load of
underwear. He started waving her bras
around, making comments about the
size," she said.
"It was funny, but only because it
wasn't my bra being exhibited to
everyone."
Despite a few isolated incidents in the

laundry room. Eagle staff members
report the transition has gone without a
hitch, primarily because of the
"maturity of the residents," Simar said.
"We told the guys their job was to
protect the women," he said. "Although
this is a coed dorm, there are still 390
women living here and their safety has
to come first. So we still abide by the
escort policy."
The escort policy states that all males
who do not live in the dorm must be
accompanied by an Eagle resident when
in the building.
"It started out as kind of a joke, but
there have been instances where [the
males] have taken their responsibility
very seriously," Simar added.
One small problem occurred near the
beginning'of the year with the
housekeeper, Simar said.
"It was a bit difficult to go to the
bathroom when the housekeeper was in
there," he said. "Some of the guys were
walking in and doing their business
anyways.
"The only other bathroom the guys
are allowed to use is on the first floor,
and that can be far away in an
emergency. But I had a small talk with
them and now that problem's taken care
of," he said.
Simar enjoys being the sole male R A
in Eagle. "At first I felt a little out of
place," he said. "I'm not as creative as

the females are. I don't do bunnies or
teddy bears for the doors.
"But they've stepped in and really
given me a lot of advice and help," he
said.
Caper Thomas, who lived in Eagle
last year and now is one of the female
RAs, said the men haven't caused any
real problems.
"I don't see the situation as much
different than last year," Thomas said.
"There were guys here all the time
anyways, and the ones living here don't
cause any trouble at all.
"[The males] are definitely happy, and
I haven't heard any girls complaining,"
she added.
The seven floors of female residents
don't have any major complaints to
voice either.
"It's hard to get dressed in your room
with the door open," Julie Speights
said. There's not as much privacy, but
that's the only bad thing."
Females assigned to Eagle were given
the option to switch to an all-girl dorm
before school started, Bolding said, but
"not one of them wanted to move."
The residents of Eagle see their living
arrangements as merely another part of
the freshman experience, partly because
they have no basis of comparison.
"I'm happy living here," Heffner said.
"But then again, I think I'd be happy
living anywhere on campus."

Music department
presents 4 concerts
The JMU department of music will
present four free concerts between Oct.
24 and Nov. 7.
The JMU Guitar Ensemble, directed
by Keith Stevens, will perform
Monday, Oct. .24 at 8 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger auditorium.
The program will include "Sonata in
C Major" by George Teleman and
"Lesson for Two Lutes" by an
unknown composer.
Attelage, a wind-piano chamber group
will perform Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m.
in Wilson Hall auditorium.
Musical selections include "Grand
Fantaisie on Mignon" by Paul Taffanel
and "Three Pieces for Oboe and Piano"
by Michael Head.
Madison Brass, a faculty quintet, will
perform Thursday, Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger auditorium.
The recital will feature "Suite for
Brass Quintet" by Verne Reynolds and
"A Ragtime Nightmare" by Tom
Turpin.
The JMU String Chamber Music
Ensembles, directed by Paul McEnderfer
and Robert Ashby, will perform
Monday, Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger auditorium.
The concert includes "Duo for Violin
and Violincello, Op. 7" by Zolton
Kodaly and "Guitar Quintet No. 4 in D
major, G. 448" by Luigi Boccherini.

9 Bold
Fun
Energetic
FinallyNew York Fashion
in Harrisonburg
Take a break from the
midterms—
when the going gets tough
the tough go shopping.
(p_s. Bring in your
parents this weekend!)

Dukes Plaza

434-1541

v

GREEN

SOUTH

1596 S. Main Street

New Books for Discount Prices
Literature, History, Psychology, Philosophy, Cookbooks,
Children's books, etc...
October Specials on Mysteries, Horror, and
Science Fictions including:
Stephen King Hardbacks...„....$3.95
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries
$1.95
The Dark Descent: Horror Stories $4.49
and many more!!
432-1700. Mon-Sat 10-5
59 S. Liberty, Harrisonburg |
■^■■■■■■■■■^■■■■—■■^——
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LAUNDRY

(Mick or Mack Conip

Our Family is happy to provide the best coin laundry possible
Modern - Clean - Lowest Prices - Best Value
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE!
38 washers • 22 new, modern American
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows time
and temperature • Accepts dimes and quarters •
Ten-minute anti-wrinkle cyde • Cable TV -Lounge
area • Snack area • Restrooms • Coin changer •
Plenty ot folding area • Soap vending machine •
Plenty of hot water • Attendant on duty
Maytag Double-Loader 75c

Convenient Hours: Daily 6am-9:30pm
Last load 8:45pm
433-1566
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Midnight ushers in 'Lefty era'
By Stephanie Swaim
assistant sports editor

The "Lefty era" officially has begun.
At 12:01 Saturday morning, Charles
"Lefty" Driescll began his first practice
as head coach of the JMU men's
basketball team before a vocal crowd of
several hundred students who showed up
for the event despite the fall break
holiday. Complying with NCAA rules
that allow for basketball season to
begin Oct. 15, the team took to the
Convocation Center court under the
guidance of Driescll just after midnight.
"I guess it'll be a new era," Driescll
said in a telephone interview from his
office. "Whether it's a good or bad era
depends on how many basketball games
we win."
As has been the case since Driescll
took the head coaching job last April,
the first practice turned into another
national media event, spotlighting
Dricscll's return to coaching. Amid
television cameras from ESPN and
several television stations out of
Washington, D.C. and Richmond,
Driescll became the fifth full-time
coach to conduct an opening-season
practice in the program's 19-ycar
history.
ESPN held a live interview with
Driescll from the Convocation Center
at 11:45 p.m. Friday night and returned
to JMU just after midnight to show
live shots of the practice. At 12:01
a.m., ESPN broadcast the first minutes
of practice at the University of
Kentucky, who was holding a similar
practice.
"I think it was a nice gesture [that
ESPN chose to broadcast from JMU].
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Staff photo by STEVE ZANETTI
JMU head basketball coach Lefty Driesell confers with sophomore guard Kenny Brooks.
There were a lot of schools practicing at
12:01 that night and they picked us and
Kentucky. It was good publicity for the
program," Driescll said.
Senior Kenny Hallcck started the
season under his third head coach since
playing at JMU, and said that the new
tradition is a good idea.
"We had never done this in the past
and it really created a lot of

excitement," Hallcck said. "Considering
it was fall break, there were more
people there than we expected.
"It was more of* a media event than
anything," Hallcck said. "A new era in
JMU basketball is here and this was
just a kickoff to show that. JMU
basketball will never be the same."
Although Hallcck said it is still loo
early to sec what the big differences

between Driescll and the other coaches
may be, he believes Dricscll's presence
has been a positive one so far.
"One thing he's brought to the
university has been stability, where I
don't think it was like that in the past.
He has another four or five years on his
contract and I'm sure he'll be there for
those. It's not like in the past where

Dukes find answers in 29-13 win over Huskies
By Dean Hybl
staff writer
BROOKLINE, Mass. — JMU football coach Joe
Purzycki may have ended his season-long search for
team consistency after Saturday's 29-13 victory over
Northeastern University.
For the first time this year, the Dukes received
strong performances from their offensive, defensive
and special teams, as the"team upped its record to
.500 at 3-3.
"This was the first time we have demonstrated our
ability to play all three phases of the game,"
Purzycki said. "Again, we have a young group and I
feel they are beginning to play consistently and are
doing the little things right."
Coming into the contest, Northeastern was among
the top-rated offensive units in Division 1-AA,
averaging 319 yards rushing and 409 total yards per

game. However, a tough JMU defense rose to the
occasion and shut down Northeastern's potent
wishbone attack, allowing the Huskies only 42 yards
on the ground.
While Northeastern had problems offensively, JMU
was able to move the ball almost at will. The Dukes
gained 214 yards on the ground, added 147 in the air,
and averaged 4.8 yards per offensive play, while the
Huskies were kept to 2.1. The Dukes also held a big
advantage in time of possession as they had
possession of the ball for 36 of the contest's 60
minutes.
To make the performance complete, the special
teams added a spark as linebacker Steve Bales
blocked a Northeastern punt for a safety, kicker Tim
Garritty was a perfect 5-for-5 in field goal and
extra-point attempts, and punter Scott Todd averaged
42.7 yards, including one 63-yard effort.
The afternoon did not begin positively for the

Dukes, however, as JMU quarterback Greg
Lancaster's pass intended for Keith Thornton was
intercepted by Eric Johnson on the fourth play of the
game. But, the Huskies were unable to move the ball
and JMU quickly regained possession.
On ihcir third possession of the contest, JMU got
on track and began to move the ball effectively. Aided
by a pass interference penalty, the Dukes moved the
ball 53 yards in 10 plays and scored on a 5-yard run
by Willie Lanicr.
Following the kickoff, Frank Jacobs intercepted a
first-down pass Xrom Northeastern freshman signal
caller Byron Hurt to give JMU a second scoring
opportunity.
Starting at Northeastern's 48, JMU drove 35 yards
on eight plays before Tim Garritty kicked a 31-yard
field goal to give ihc Dukes a 10-0 lead. The big play
See WIN page 29>
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Bell still perfect
in singles play

Momentum paces Dukes over Tech
By Mike Murphy

■

JMU junior Lee Bell continued his
dominance this season by capturing
first place in the fifth flight singles of
the Virginia Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships Oct. 14-16 in
Richmond.
Bell experienced little resistance in
cruising through the flight without
dropping a set. The wins upped his
singles record to a perfect 13-0.
Several other JMU players performed
well over the weekend, including Dave
Swartz, who won the consolation
bracket of the fourth flight singles.
Swartz also teamed with Gerald Syska
to win the consolation of the third
flight doubles. JMU's Matt Goetz and
Harris Rosenblatt won the second flight
doubles.

staff writer

A few more logs were thrown onto
the fire of the JMU-Virginia Tech
volleyball rivalry Tuesday night in
Godwin Hall. A motivated JMU team,
playing without star outside hitter Dina
Thomas, beat the Hokies 15-12, 15-12,
3-15, 15-9 to boost the Dukes' record to
8-8, while the Hokies fell to 11-11.
"We were really pumped up for this
game," JMU coach Catherine Milligan
said.
The Dukes made the most of a solid
defense, led by junior middle hitter Pat
Murphy, to open a 5-1 lead in the first
game and force a Virginia Tech
timeout. The visitors then went on a
5-1 run to lie the game at 6-6. The two
teams battled back and forth as the
game remained tied at 12-12 before
JMU scored the next three points to

Engelfried breaks mark

f>le Photo

JMU's Ricky Engelfried
ByMattWasntewski
staff writer

The JMU men's soccer
team is in the hunt for the
Colonial Athletic Conference
title due in large part to
forward Ricky Engelfried. In
JMU's come-from-behind 2-1
victory over Mt. St. Mary's
Sunday, Engelfried recorded
his 13th goal of tbe year,
setting a new JMU singleseason mark.
Trailing 1-0 in the second
half,
Engelfried scored his
record-breaking goal
at
47:57. John Stroud put the
Dukes ahead for good,
hitting a penalty kick at
72:57. Stroud's goal was his
eighth on the season.
When the year began, JMU
head soccer coach Tom
Martin was looking for
someone to fill the shoes of
last season's leading scorer
Geoffrey Maduekc, who was
sidelined with a knee injury.
But Martin was unsure who
would lead the attack.
"Somebody had to do it,"
Martin
said.
"Ricky's

emerged and done it. When
we recruited him, we knew
he could play. It was just a
question of being in the
right environment."
Engelfried had a tough
freshman year. Injuries
during the first few weeks of
tbe 1987 season limited his
playing time and
goal
production to just three. But
hard work in the off-season
payed off as Engelfried
matched his
1987 goal
production in the Dukes'
season opener this year
against Shenanadoah by
scoring three times.
Engelfried is modest about
his achievement, crediting
much of bis success to his
teammates.
"People have been setting
me up and I have the
confidence to get the goats,"
Engelfried said. "I practiced
a lot over the summer with
my club team and that's
basically how I got in
shape. I knew I was going to
have to score goals coming
into the season."
For the second time this
season Engelfried was named
the Colonial Player of the
Week for the week ending
Oct. 16, splitting the honor
with Navy goalkeeper Mike
Ulses.
The win against Mt. St.
Mary's improved the Dukes'
overall record to 11-2-2.
In the CAA, the Dukes
currently boast a 4-1-1,
sharing the top spot with
Navy.

win the first game.
Virginia Tech took a 3-1 lead in the
second game before JMU came back
behind several solid serves to roll off
five consecutive points and grab a 5-3
advantage. JMU's defense was effective
in neutralizing the taller Hokies with
freshman JMU setter Molly Ball
leading way with a number of digs.
But the Hokies eventually got on
track as Michelle Bain started to take
over. The 6-foot-4 Bain spiked the
Hokies to within one point at 12-11 in
the second game, only to see her team
blow a serve.
"Molly was just an animal out there
on defense," Milligan said.
But Virginia Tech would not die.
Taking advantage of a host of JMU
errors, the Hokies cruised to an easy
15-3 win to trail only 2-1.
Virginia Tech sustained its

momentum in the early stages of game
four, darting out to a 5-3 advantage. But
the Dukes countered with their first
sustained offensive run of the night,
scoring seven points as senior outside
hitters Chrissie Pcnas and Chris Scott
led the charge. Bain brought Virginia
Tech to within two before the JMU
defense stiffened and claimed the game
and the match at 15-9.
Milligan said she had mixed emotions
about her team's performance.
"We served really well, but both
teams made a lot of mistakes,"
Milligan said. "We were more
consistent, and that was probably the
key. I think it also says a lot about our
team that we won without Dina. She is
a big gun for us. It means some young
kids are really maturing and getting
better."

Era
> (Continued from page 20)

you [the coach] have one bad year and
you may lose your job.
"People know he's going to be here
and he's not going to step down. He
wants to keep coaching until he wins a
national championship and once he docs
that, 1 think he'll stick around to win
another one."
The enthusiasm that began with the
first practice has carried throughout the
week, Halleck said.
"Right now he's stressing defense,"
Halleck said, "[but] it's still to early too
tell what the major differences [with the
other coaches] will be. I can see the
guys this year are working a lot harder.
With a new coach and especially a
big-name coach, you want to show
what you can do. The main thing I see
is that the level of play and intensity
has increased."
Another JMU player who has had
experience with other college coaches is
Anthony Cooley, who transferred to
JMU in 1987 from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Cooley
sat out part of last season at JMU to
comply with NCAA rules, but
probably wHl see a great deal of playing
time in his first full season with the
Dukes.
Cooley perhaps is more familiar with
Driesell than the other members of his
team since he knows first hand the
longtime Atlantic Coast Conference
rivalry between UNC and Maryland.
Cooley cites similarities between UNC
head coach Dean Smith and Driesell.
"I don't see any major differences
[between Driesell and Smith]," Cooley
said. "They are there, but there are a lot
of similarities. Coach Smith
emphasized looking beyond basketball
to how it relates to life. He'd tell us,
'It's not like that in the real world.'
Driesell is like that too. They have
parallel work ethics — they expect us

to work very hard."
If the excitement generated by the
opening of basketball season at JMU
continues, Cooley believes the fans in
the Convocation Center might be able
to intimidate opponents much like the
Tar Heels do in the "Dean Dome.''
"It can compare," Cooley said. "The
thing with Chapel Hill is that it's
simply a matter of numbers and it's just
so big. Twenty-two thousand people
have the potential to create a lot of
noise, but they don't always do it.
"People would rather play there than
down the road in Durham at Duke
where there are only 7,500 because the
fans are so crazy and obnoxious. I've
heard about the Electric Zoo' and the
Godwin Gym days and I think it can be
like that this year. [The Convocation
Center] is going to be a place you don't
want to play."
Various college basketball teams
around the country have begun the
tradition of starting practice at 12:01
Oct. 15, but Driesell believes he may
have been the first coach ever to hold
these early-bird practices.
"I think I was the first one to ever
start it," he said. "We thought it would
be something nice to do by starting
practice at 12:01, as scon as you could,
and then I think a lot of people copied
it."
The team's first practice lasted for
about an hour and Driesell held
two-a-day practices on Saturday and
Sunday. The fanfare that surrounded
Saturday's early morning practice kept
the event from being routine.
"It shows that you're ready to play
when you start before everybody else,"
Driesell'said. "It was fun; I think it
made them work a little harder.
Sometimes when you practice in a
closed gym it's hard to get enthusiastic,
but when you know you're on national
TV and you've got fan support, it helps
to get the adrenaline pumping."
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The 'Best 'Pizza in Toum. 'HOO^LSfTl

FREE DELIVERY
FREE DRINKS
Some pizzas are cheap
Some pizzas are fast
Gatti's tastes good

(Choose from: Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Diet Pepsi, Caffeine Free Slice,
and Mountain Dew)

We've heard all this.
WHAT'S HAPPENING AT

What's most important?
Good, fast, or cheap?

$3.79

They ALL are!

THE BEST PIZZA at the BEST BUFFET
in TOWN!
Every 11 AM- 2PM

We deliver
Right down the line.

All the pizza, pasta and salad you can eat

$3.99
BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER!
Monday thru Thursday 5:30-8:30p.m.

Still Fresh. Still Fast. Still Gatti's.

Watch your favorite shows and enjoy our mouthwatering buffet.

WE GUARANTEE YOU WONT GO AWAY HUNGRY!!

433-0606
C1 OVERLEAF SHOPPING CENT R
■n
$6.25
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Pepsis

on

I
I
I
I

L.

$7.25
for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Pepsis
may or may not
expire

OR

$S.25
lor any medium
regular, one
lopping pizza
plus 2 Free Pepsis
OR

$7.25
for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Pepsis
may or may not
expire

$7.25
lor any medium
reg.. 3 lopping
pizza plus 2 Free
Pepsis
may or may not
expire

$6.25
for any .medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Pepsis

J.

$8.25
for any large
regular, one
lopping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
OR
$9.25
for any large
regular crust 3
lopping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
may or may not
expire

$8.25
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
OR

$9.25
for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
may or may not
expire
■*— — -—.——.

$8.25
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
OR
$9.25
for any large
regular crust 3
topping pizza plus
4 Free Pepsis
may or may not
expire
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Virginia
Military
Institute Keydets
Location: Lexington
Enrollment: 1,300
Conference: Southern
Athletic Conference
1987 Record: 4-7
1988 Record: 0-6
Head
Coach: Eddie
Williamson
Williamson's Record:
8-24-1, fourth season
Last Week: Did not play
Series Record: JMU
leads 3-2
Offense: Mutiple Pro I
Defense:
Eight-man
front

The JMU football team rides a
two-game winning streak into
Saturday's contest against Virginia
Military Institute at JMU Stadium.
The game appears to be a classic
confrontation of two teams going in
opposite directions. The Dukes, 3-3,
will be looking to keep their slim
playoff hopes alive while the Keydets,
0-6, will be attempting to notch their
first win of the season.
The "economic connection" VMI is
high even if their record is not. Of its
84 players, 34 are economics-business
majors and two of them who figure
prominendy are starting split end Mark
Slock and comerback Tracy Toye.
Stock, a dean's list student, has been
VMTs most valued asset, currently tied
for second* in Division I-AA in
receiving with a 7.2 catch-per-game
average. Stock holds or shares six
school records and is ranked second in
the nation in all purpose yards.
The 6-foot, 184-pound senior has
rushed for 65 yards, caught 43 passes
for 690 yards, thrown three times for 15
yards, returned 19 punts for 180 yards,
and run back 12 kickoffs for an average
of 23 yards. Stock also has punted 27
times for a 36.5 average.

Toye also has been a spark for the
Keydets, registering two interceptions
and 31 tackles. In addition, Toye has
seen action as the VMI punter,
averaging 34 yards a kick.
VMI has a number of other weapons
other than Stock and Toye, including
quarterback Dave Brown and running
back Scott Council.
Brown, a senior, holds seven school
records including the longest pass
completion (51 yards) and most
completions in a game (26). He has
thrown for 1,312 yards and six
touchdowns this season.
Council, a freshman, rushed 29
times for 85 yards against nationally
ranked Appalachian State earlier this
season. He also caught five passes for
23 yards and returned a kkkoff for 25
yards in the contest, earning him
Southern Conference Player of the
Week honors. Council ranks only
behind Stock in team receiving.

Driesell anounces
Friday scrimmage
The JMU men's basketball team,
under the direction of new head coach
Charles "Lefty" Driesell, will hold a
one hour intrasquad scrimmage Friday
from 6 to 7 p.m. at the Convocation
Center. The event, which is open to the
public and is expected to attract
considerable media attention, will be an
encore to last Saturday morning's
"Midnight Madness.'>rJV

Women take fifth
in state meet

Despite the absence of top performer
Patricia Ritter due to an injury, the
JMU women's cross country team
placed a respectable seventh in the
Virginia State Championships Saturday
The ground game has plagued the in Williamsburg. William and Mary
Keydets both offensively and won the 10-team event with a low score
defensively. VMI has allowed 1349 net of 47, while George Mason finished
rushing yards, while gaining only 354 just behind with a total of 52.
The Dukes were led by a duo of
on the ground themselves. Also,
opponents average 26.5 points to talented freshmen in Jackie Lynch
[30th] and Tracy Bistay [32nd].
VMTs 13.8.

Picks of the Week

last week's record
season record

Dave Washburn
Sports Editor
9-1
43-26

Stephanie Swalm
Asst. Sports Editor
7-3
42-27

Dean Hybl
Sprtswriter
7-3
41-28

John R. Craig
Sportswrlter
6-4
41-28

Fred Hilton
Guest Predictor

Games of the Week
College
Indiana at Michigan
UVa at Wake Forest
Penn State at Alabama
Oklahoma at Colorado
UCLA at Arizona

Michigan
UVa
Penn State
Oklahoma
UCLA

Michigan
Wake Forest
Alabama
Oklahoma
UCLA

Michigan
UVa
Penn State
Oklahoma
UCLA

Michigan
Wake Forest
Penn State
Oklahoma
UCLA

Alabama
Oklahoma
UCLA

Philadelphia
Washington
Houston
Rams
Chicago

Philadelphia
Washington
Cincinnati
Rams
Chicago

Dallas
Green Bay
Houston
Rams
San Francisco

Dallas
Green Bay
Cincinnati
Seattle
Chicago

Philadelphia
Washington
Cincinnati
Seattle
Chicago

Michigan

UVa

Pros
Dallas at Philadelphia
Washington at Green Bay
Houston at Cincinnati
Seattle at L.A. Rams
San Francisco at Chicago

" Sports editor Dave Washburn obliterated the rest of the sports staff last week by going an impressive 9-1, the best record posted by a
panelist this season Only Louisville's late heroics over UVa kept Washburn from a perfect record. Stephanie Swaim, assistant sports
editor, dropped to second after claiming the top spot last week. Dean Hybl tied Swaim for the week with a 7-3 mark and remained in a tie
for third John R Craig had a disappointing week, posting the worst record of the four regulars. Guest predictor Tom Martin, JMU's men's
soccer coach, wasn't quite as successful as his team has been this season, going 5-5. This week's guest predictor is Fred Hilton, JMU's
director of university relations.
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*FMSH

Sale Starts Sunday, October 16th.
Dill BAKtilY HEMS AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES WITH THOSE DEPARTMENTS

*i&
USD* CHOICE GRAIN FED WHOlF

Boneless
Sirloin Steak

247
lh

PARfflERS fflARKET
V:RGINIA«RED OR GOLDEN

Delicious
Apples

PftflTR V PICM5
CATCH OP THE DRV

TAD^SPOITE^CAfFEINE =REE«REGULAR OR DIET

Coca
Cola

99*

;

LIMIl ONE WITH MIN »I0 PURCHASE

Crisco
Shortening

if

-J98

PERDUE GRADE A FRESH

Catfish
Fillet

Quartered
Chicken Breast

if 499

RUTCHCR EUOCH

if

-|27 *4"

U S D A CHOICE GRAIN FED WHOLF»CUT FREE

LIMIT ONE WtlH MIN MO PURCHASE

Boneless
Top Sirloins

A&P
Mayonnaise

199

78*

IMIT ONE

VHTH

GWALTNEV PREMIUM

if

129
ROSIS

t>EGULAO«LiTE«GEMJlNE DRAC

Miller
Beer

49

ik 2
•

if.

- '.

Pork Breakfast
Links

BETTER UWIOG
DELICIOUS

ADVANCED MEDICINE *OR PAis«i_APifcTS 0**

Lay's
Potato Chips

Advil
Tablets

J09

Money Orders

Bartlett
Pears

69*

Of NU'NE IDAHO

OQC
■;':05#''

9 Baking
Potatoes

DEEPPREEZE

Natural
Turkey Breast

All FLAVORS

399 _

11 MI

Lar e

Ann Page
Ice Cream

129

FMBERSfALl vARIETIfcS

Shaved
Meats

if 499
READ' I

Banquet
Chicken Breast

G

7; 99

Stuffed
Peppers
COURTRV DRIRV

Mrs. Filbert's
' Margarine

G

v 49

ASSORTED POPS

Ann Page
Pops

if

^99
REGULAR

«R€D»SOUTHEBN

FHKD

Banquet
Chicken

if 2"

NOW AVAILABLE1 AMERICAN EXPRESS

JUMMB

Fresh
Oysters

e *2"

if 99

WASHINGTON STATE«LARGE 90 SIZE

FRESH WEST COAST

DEU DEUCHTS

Sliced
Bacon

MM nOPURCMASt

Old South
Orange Juice

if 990

FRESH MARINATED

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

I AT U S POST OFFICE PRICES

Postage Stamps
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432-1455

258 RESERVOIR ST
HARRISONBURG, VA.
[(FORMERLY 7-ELEVEN BEHIND MCDONALDS)

KEG PRICES
1/2 BBL
lusch & Natural Light
Budweiser, Reg. & Light
fcoors, Reg. & Light
Schaefer

$33.00
$43.00
$43.00
$25.00

1/4 BBL
Busch
Budweiser, Reg. & Light
Coors, Reg. & Light

$25.00
$28.00
$28.00

Prices do not Include deposit call ahead for special orders

IUD & BUD LIGHT

BUDWEISER

6 pack — 12 oz. bottles

Longneck, NRB

$2.99
COCA COLA
16 oz. NRB

$2.09
FREE DONUT
With purchase of
any size coffee

$11.99 case

CARTON
CIGARETTES

$9.29
+ 300 for 100s

FRESH GRILLED
HOT DOG
790
FREE chili & cheese

BULL

LG Chips

•MASTER CYLINDER"

990

990
7 oz. bag

Virginia Lottery Tickets
on sale NOW

^—^™

Graduation losses hamper Dukes
chances for repeat success
By John R. Craig
staff writer

Other returning swimmers to watch
are juniors Mike Primich, Ken
Clarkson, Mike Irwin, Darren Hannam,
Steve Virostek and Steve Porter.
Diving once again will be consistent
as it was in 1987-88. Kurt Burgeson,
the Dukes' diving coach, expects
another exceptional year from his crew.

After losing seven swimmers that
accounted for two-thirds of its points
last year, the JMU's men's swimming
and diving team might be in over its
head this season.
Head coach Charles Arnold wishes he
could turn back the clock and have a
Scanlon holds three of four JMU
repeat performance of last year when the diving records. Scanlon has been
Dukes were 10-2 in dual meets and unstoppable on the 1-meter board for
finished third in the Colonial Athletic
six dives and on the 3-meter.
Association. But unfortunatley for
Scanlon returns along with Justin
Arnold, he now must deal with the Sheehy and Paul Lord. Freshmen
ever-present realities of the 1988-89 Andrew Sheehy and Guy Sandin are two
season.
recruited divers and are expected to fare
"We will not, on the basis of .well for JMU.
competition . . . have a good win-loss \
record," Arnold said. "In fact if we were
to win one more meet than we lose, I
would say that we could have a truly
outstanding year."
JMU opens its dual-meet season
Friday night at Godwin Hall's Savage
Natalorium against Old Dominion. The
Dukes then face Virginia Military
Institute, Navy and ODU Saturday at
the JMU Relays. Women's teams from
JMU, ODU, Navy and Virginia
Commonwealth also will be
competing.
"We fiave to have a starting point
"I look for us to do very, very well,"
somewhere," Arnold said. "I've always
Burgeson
added. "I think that of the
believed that if you start early enough
other
teams,
our major competition as
. . . hopefully they'll respond to that.
usual
is
going
to come from Navy on
We're not doing anything different this
Saturday. As far as ODU, I'm looking
year than we've done other years."
Six swimmers — Randy Parker, at it as kind of a warm up for the relay
Brian Tobias, Mike Gough, Brian [Saturday]."
Drinkwater, Eric Johnson and Mike
But shouldn't it be an advantage to
Hurley — graduated from the program
have so many new faces that
after last season. A seventh, Steve competitors are not familiar with?
Miller, who was to be the third captain
"It would be good if the people you
this season, died in June after suffering had coming in had outstanding ability,"
a head injury in an off-campus incident.
Arnold said. "But when you have an
The season will be dedicated to Miller, inexperienced group and half of those
Arnold said.
kids do not have what we call the
These swimmers hold or are a part of 'necessary tools,' or expertise, or
11 JMU records, and Parker, who holds conditioning, or times to warrant
four, made it to the NCAA qualifying moving into the program and help us,
that hurts us."
meet last spring.
Nevertheless, Arnold says this team
JMU recruited four swimmers and
is "the best working group we've ever
two divers to fill in its roster.
Freshmen Jim Curtis, Eric Hanscn and had in all the years that I've been here."
Paul Harris, and sophomore Tom In addition, they have implemented a
Yeager, a transfer from the University goal-oriented season led by a member of
of Tennessee, are all freestylers and the JMU faculty.
"Dr. Chip Studwell is a member of
should help out immediately, according
the
counseling department here at JMU
to Arnold.
Captains Brad Miller and Steve and he has been working with our
Scanlon lead the young team that swimmers ... on goal setting and
includes 10 freshmen, one transfer and evaluation of performances," Arnold
four walk-on upperclassmen as new said.
members of the squad.
Each team member must Till out a
Senior Bill Brackman, who holds form on how he feels he will do this
JMU records in the 1,000-yard and season. As the season progresses, the
1,650-yard freestyle events, will sheets will be referred to in conjunction
concentrate on distance freestyle races. with performances.
With a tough upstream swim, Arnold
Brad Miller, described as "very
versatile," will swim the butterfly, sees his team finishing fourth.
"If we finish any higher than that, I
breaststroke, backstroke and individual
would be totally elated," Arnold said.
medley.

"We will not
...have a
good win-loss
record."

—Charles
Arnold
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UPB Springbreak
South of the Border!
(Two Ways to Get There!)
1. Cruise to Mexico Macron
Out of Tampa, FL with ports of call in Cancun and Cozume!

Package includes:
5 nights accomodations on the SS Veracruz from Tampa
5 meals daily
nightly entertainment,
use of facilities on board,
$25 port taxes
"Add $37.50 for prepaid gratuities.
Transportation options to Tampa:
Add $220 for airfare from Washington DC on Monday
or
Add $ 123 for bus transportation plus 2 nights accomodations
in Daytona before the cruise. Bus leaves Friday.

Quad-$359
Triple-$379
Double—$419

Deposit: $100.00 per person due Nov. 20 in UPB Office.

Fly to Acapulco, Mexico
Package includes:

Quad occupancy:
$514—standard - 2 blocks from beach
$564—deluxe - on the beach

round trip air transportation,
round trip transfers,
7 nights hotel accomodations,
all taxes and service charges,
Welcome Cocktail,
discount "Fun Book"
full activities,
social programs.

Deposit: $75 per person due Dec. 1 in UPB Office.
5% increase in expense if deposit is not made prior to Dec. 1
Note: $13 International Departure Tax
L>

For more information come by
or call UPB Office, WCC, x6217.

I
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Weilenmann first
in championships
JMU junior Pete Weilenmann ran
[away from the field as he successfully
defended his Virginia Intercollegiate
[State Cross Country crown Saturday in
[Williamsburg. Weilenmann won the
B.OOO-metcr event with a time of

23:26, 18 seconds ahead of his nearest
competitor.
• As a team, the Dukes placed a solid
fourth in the 11-tcam field. Virginia
Tech won the overall meet, with
William and Mary placing second and
Virginia third.
Other top finishers for JMU were
Doug Bloor [19th], Jeff Fritz [26th] and
Brian Schmidt [27th].

George Washington by the same 8-1
margin.

JMU takes two
After suffering a tough 5-4 loss to
Virginia Tech Saturday, the JMU
women's tennis team bounced back to
record a pair of impressive wins in a
home quadrangular meet this weekend.
The Dukes cruised to a 8-1 decision
over West Virginia before crushing

Justine Higgins and junior Jennifer
Brandt were unbeaten in singles action
at 3-0. In addition, the doubles teams of
Higgins and Rcnce Lemmerman, and
the duo of Brandt and Daniela Pino
won each of their doubles matches at
number two and three, respectively.

WM®(h
(upcoming events in JMU sports)
FOOTBALL
Saturday — VMI at JMU [JMU
Stadium], 2 p.m.

SOCCER
Tonight — JMU at Old Dominion
[[Norfolk], 5 p.m.
Sunday — Davidson at JMU [JMU
[Stadium], 2 p.m.

FIELD HOCKEY
| Friday — JMU vs Southern Illinois
flowa City], 8 p.m.
Saturday — JMU at Iowa [Iowa
City], 1 p.m.
Sunday — JMU vs Michigan [Iowa
City], noon.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Saturday — JMU at JMU Relays
[Godwin Hall], 9 a.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday-Saturday — JMU at Wright
State Invitational [Dayton, Ohio],
TBA.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Friday-Sunday — JMU at Penn
State Invitational Tournament
[University Park, Pa.], TBA.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday-Sunday — JMU at East
Tennessee Fall Championship
[Johnson City], TBA.

MEN'S SWIMMING
Friday — Old Dominion at JMU
[Godwin Hall], 4 p.m.
Saturday — JMU at JMU Relays
[Godwin Hall], 8 a.m.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday — Bucknell, William and
Mary, and Va. Tech at JMU [JMU
cross country course], 11:30 a.m.

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday-Sunday — JMU at
Virginia State Tournament [Hot
Springs], TBA.
*

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday — BuckneH, William and
Mary, and Va. Tech at JMU [JMU
cross country course], 10:45 a.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday-Sunday — JMU at Old
Dominion Invitational [Norfolk], TBA.
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Christmas is
Coming l
/

f'Rg.nt your Halloween costume from
BSW*J

--, ,

i.-l

,s Q ten's
fcw 7air (Price Ston
flappers, Animals, gangsters,
& ^(l /
'Witches, and more!
• 1

;v

/ 'We. also have mak$-up, mask§, ufigs,
m---^ Beards, accessories ■■ everything you
|'/v,
need to complete your costume!
ilVv,

187 'Hgrtk Main Street
'Inhere the unusual is usual"

y\

TransAmerica wants to make this
Christmas one of the best holiday
seasons you have ever had.
We are now hiring full and part
time employees to fill temporary
positions.
We offer a good starting pay and
flexible hours.
Don't let your credit cards bulge
this year — let us line your pockets
with money!

Call now for an interview!
TTI — Personnel at 703-434-2311
E.O.E.
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Come join our gang at

CLASS R INGS

RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN
Deli •Gourmet Foods'Mixed Beverages
Imported Cheeses • Beer & Wine,
Catering Service-434-7647

Take Oul Orders

HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA

WEST WATER ST.

Whlteface Mt.. Lake Placid
Invites you to

Annual Olympic College Ski Weeks
Jan. 2-6 and Jan. 9-13
The Qualify
The Craftsmanship.
The Ren wd Wm Desert v.

•
•
•
•
•

MffiKinutten Rqffle

Olympic Shootout
Olympic Obstacle
Olympic Treasure Hunt
Olympic Giant Slalom
Special Ski School
Lesson Rates

for Oil 1990 Class Memh^
October 24 + 25
9am-3pm
J. Maddies Meeting Room
l*(7Art< inMl) Usx Kinits

Deposit Required

*S65.M 4h* day Nft pass

Jkk OLYMPIC
TTI AUTHORITY

For o FREE brochure colt
In NYS 000-462-6236
In other US Stores 800-255-5515
LO*

wood, new

Y<*

Bobsled Rides*
Toboggan Rides •
Ice Skating •
Parties/Dancing •
Ski Movies •
Talent Night •

•Coaloi nuoVi mm pumn o tu*-»rn» midani
ID cord and mml bt Of* 25 or uftdar

HAVE WE GOT A PART
YOU CAN SINK YOUR

ENCOUNTERS
/1U5JC AND DANCING- VV/TU

JELLYFISH BLUES
BAND

ML •

T
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of the drive was a 23-yard pass
vcr the middle from Lancaster to tight
|id Wall Frye.
danger of being blown away early,
jrtheastern responded with an
^pressive 15-play, 78-yard drive. The
are came on a 5-yard pass from Hurt
Itight end Tony Barbaritc that cut the
Ikes lead to three at 10-7. The
ichdown was Norlheastern's first in
meetings with JMU.
Another JMU touchdown, on a 1-yard
| by Leon Taylor on the 12th play of
I-yard drive, gave JMU a 17-7
jme advantage.
the second half, the JMU defense
at work, allowing Northeastern
irec yards offensively and came up
\ four turnovers.
uc of the unexpected supriscs
ig pace the JMU defense was the
sment of Bates from defensive
| to outside linebacker in place of
starter Sonny Smith. In his new
)n, Bates finished with four
|, including one for a loss, broke
ss, and blocked a punt
| increasing its lead to 26-7 on a
jwn pass from Lancaster to
and on the blocked punt for a
ft JMU began to come apart in the
rly stages of the fourth quarter.
heastern's Matt Lanagan picked off
i Lancaster pass at the goal line and
aced 96 yards for a Northeastern

touchdown. Kicker Lance Gordon
missed the extra point, but the Dukes
quickly were losing their poise and
confidence.
The Dukes were able to hold off the
Huskies rally, though, thanks to a big
interception by John Gutter, who stole
the ball out of the hands of receiver
Mike Williams. JMU then marched the
ball downficld on the running of Greg
Medley and put the game away on
Garritty's second field goal of the
contest.

scored three times to pace the Dukes to
an easy 4-0 victory over Davis &
Elkins.

JMU registered eight saves in her
fourth shutout of the 1988 season. The
performance helped Knapp earn South
Atlantic Conference Player of the Week
honors for the week ending Oct. 16.
The sophomore from Tuckerton, N.J.
allowed only one goal in three games
last week to lower her goals-against
average to 1.18.

JMU currently boasts an 8-6-1 record,
including a perfect 5-0 in the SAC.

Dukes finish 22nd
The JMU men's golf team finished
with a two-day total of 662 to place
22nd in the Duke University
Invitational this weekend.
Individual honors for the Dukes went
to freshman Jimmy Miskell, who shot
a 160, and junior Roger Bandy, who
finished with a total of 166.

Dukes win three
The JMU field hockey team continued
its winning ways this weekend as the
Dukes recorded a pair of home wins
before falling to on the road to
Maryland Tuesday.
Against the terrapins, JMU's offense
sputtered throughout much of the
contest as the Dukes were outshol 28-4
and fell 3-2. JMU's only spark
offensively came from speedster Amy
Hicks, who scored both of the Dukes'
goals.
In their matchup against coference foe
Loyola Sunday, the Dukes used a
strong passing game and a solid defense
to emerge with a narrow 2-1 win. Hicks
was also the scoring star in the
matchup, producing both of the JMU
scores.
Junior Kerry Nadwodny led the JMU
attack last Thursday evening as she

ACTIVITIES —
ROLLER SKATING — There will
be a Roller Skate Night at
Skatetown USA Oct.20 from
7:30-10 p.m. Admission is free with
a student I.D. Skate rentals are
available.
CROSS COUNTRY — There will
be an Intramural cross country race
Oct. 30. Signups will be the day of
the event on Hanson field. Women
should sign up at 2:30 p.m. and
men at 3 p.m.
CLUB RESULTS —
WATER POLO — The men's
water polo club competed in the
VMI Tourney Oct.8, defeating VMI
12-11 and losing to the Washington

and Lee junior varsity team 12-9.
Tim Murphy played well lor eight
quarters in goal, while teammate
Scott Van Horn had three goals in
each game.

INRAMURAL RESULTS —
TRACK AND FIELD — ZTA and
Chi Phi were the women's and
men's Championship and University
division champions in the track and
field meet Oct.9.
Two new intramural records were
set at the meet. In the men's
800-meter run, David Bradley
improved the record to 2:06. Mike
Ragin set the new mark of 21.7
seconds in the men's 200-meter
dash.

ACME VIDEO
1 Year Membership
433-2300

FREE

433-3111
22 TerriOr

in the areas LARGEST VIDEO SUPER
STORE OVER 7,000 Movies in stock.

Call us.

f-asl. Free Delivery"
31 Miller Circle

JMU
Special!
* I,

fiet a Medium oneitem Pizza tor just
$5.95. tax included
One coupon per orde
Not good with any
other offer.
Expires: 10/31/88

Hours
Open for lunch Sal A Sun al I tarn
Open Mon -Frl at 4pm
Opetl until 1am Sun -Thurs
Open until 2am Fri & Sal
Out d»«i o*'f !•»» MVl l." ■
Limited d.iL.'y mr—
•■IWOon.MlP.IM UK

lr

RENT FOR ONLY
$2.00 1st day
$1.00 each added day

Domino's
Double Dare!
Get TWO IARGE. 16 inch, twoitem Pizzas for |ust $16.85. tax
included (24 slices serves 8 ..
4 il you're REAI LY HUNGRY)
One coupon i *r order
Not good wilh ai.y
olh^r offer
Expires. 10/31/80
9)

Your Preferred Video Store!

WE CATER

JMU
PARTIES"

♦ ■
i •
i •

< •

ACME
UIDEO
CLUB

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-9
1630 East Market
Harrisonburg, Va.
22801
Phone 433-9181
Next to
Wendy's

t»»»4»i«M*i>

(Stove Co. \
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cJEfrgeze AD

TRIVIA

Answer this Question...
Find the ad in The Breeze with locations in
Harris onburg and St aunt on.
And win a SMALL CHEESE PIZZA!!
Students, Faculty and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. Winners of Ad
Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester. Entrants must present I.D. to win.
ajWWWVWWrtrWWWtf

iTOWN & CAMPUS;:
*a Snarl
Sail Boat

M>
i With This Ad

NICHOLS

Great
Prizes!

z

(CourtMy of Glkkton)

Drawing Friday
,8 P.M. Be There!

Thru Oct 29

Open
Sundays
12-6

MlCEf] FHinVEFSHFY 5UEEP5THKE3

5
69 S. Liberty St.,
V
Downtown Harrisonburg
jl
J 3 doors up from the Mystic Den l\

18 Grand Prizes Plus Weekly Prizes in Every Store
Students with a JMU I.D. and Driver's License receive a 10% discount!

'■-■■VVVVVVVVVVVM-B'VVVyVi

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. NO RAINCHECKS

THURS., FRL, SAT., ONLY

COLDUieiX
BANKER a

■^

3(*r.„„

I'M

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

MAY GRADS
& PARENTS

n

>■>

SO" WHITE

TttiH*

m

PEPS

r

»OF T WHITE

t's time to start thinking about the
sale of your student property.
Let us be your local agent.

Soft White
Light Bulbs

Fran Miskimen

434-7373 or 433-0463

40. 60 7b or
100 wans

79

1

Pk ol 4
Rag. 2.29

TAKE CARE
OFYOUR
LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION
ieal Peopip*

2475 S. Main St.

STORE PRIZE
THIS WEEK

Hopper Sale I 99 Roll
Trash n Mlr Rebate -1 00
FINAL COST
Bags

25-Outdoor
Light Set
Multt or clear
C-9 bulDS

|40-ct
20-cl
18-ct
12-ct

R«a 9 99

13-Gal
26-Gal
33 Gal
39-Gal.

99?

_

AA" 8-pack
■Less mlr 1 50 rebate,R«g. 4.99

2 Liter

Kitchen
Trash
Trash
Lawn Leaf

Potato Ckipi

IB
Ray-O-Vac
Smart Pack
Batteries
"C" or "D" 6-pack

Pepsi

Clorox
1-Gal.
Bleach
Limit 2
No rainchacks

3-pk.

T-120
'E»

FINAL COST

4

47

Video
Cassette Tape

Gibbles
Original
Homestyle
Potato Chips
10 oz. Family Pick
Orig. $1 99

NOW $159
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| An age-old tradition in the 'Purg

L&S Diner: The last of the little diners'
By Melissa Reilly
staff writer

Sometimes the fog is so thick at 4:30 in the
morning it's hard to see the lines in the road. Driving
along Rt. 11 South, Harrisonburg looks empty and
dark in the gray stillness just a few hours before
sunrise.
It seems frozen and lonely, the only light coming
from an occasional passing car and the reflections of
ihc dashed white lines.
But, turning onto Liberty Street, the darkness is
disrupted by a red neon sign jutting off the side of an ,
old red-and-white dining car. The oversized "L" shape
reads "L&S Diner."
L&S resembles an old dining car abandoned on the
side of the road 40 years ago — except there arc
people sitting inside eating breakfast.
Inside, a permanent smell of bacon and coffee wafts
throughout the diner. An ancient cash register
separates the long white counter and 25 stools. Three
waitresses joke with customers as they prepare
breakfast.
At 4:30 a.m., breakfast may not sound very
appetizing to everyone. But the wee hours arc
booming at L&S.
Sometimes all 25 stools arc full. Other times, only
a few show up for their morning orange juice and
eggs. The waitresses have been there since 3 a.m.,
preparing for the morning regulars. "We're known for
our breakfast," says manager Theresa Hammer.
But at 4:30 in the morning?
"I used to work the graveyard shift, and when I
retired I kept my sleeping habits," says one
Harrisonburg local. "I get hungry at around four, so I
come down to L&S for breakfast just about every
morning.
"When I'm done, I have Theresa make up a
sandwich for my collie," he adds, pointing outside to
a pick-up truck where the dog sits waiting for his
treat.
Above the grill, a large air vent reads "SHORT
ORDERS." Theresa stands under it, preparing eggs.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Local regulars crowd Into L&S Diner, located on Liberty Street in Harrisonburg.
Breakfast is the busiest time of day in the 41-year-old diner.

bacon and sausage while two other waitresses take
orders, fill coffee and socialize with customers. They
have about three feet between the serving counter and
the grill.
"We rarely have an accident, but occasionally we'll
run into each other," Theresa laughs.
Whenever the door of the diner opens, everyone
turns around to see who's coming in. It's impossible
to go unnoticed in the tiny place because just about
everyone is a regular, and just about everyone knows
everyone else.
The waitresses remember customers after a second
visit. By the third time around, they know who
drinks coffee and eats omelettes or french toast.
"It doesn't take long to pull the new or quiet people
out," Theresa says. "Working close with customers,
you know the special little things they like."

The waitresses at L&S greet customers with a
genuine welcome, which is usually matched by a
hearty response.
"Mornin', Fabulous! How ya doin'?" Theresa is
asked.
"Wonderful!" is her generic response.
"We make a lot of friends and get so close to the
customers," Theresa says. When a regular customer
stops coming in, Theresa usually calls them to see if
they're okay.
L&S is chatty and family-like. Any regular knows
that the left comer of the diner is the place to be to
catch up on Harrisonburg's latest gossip.
"You get more of what's happening in
See DINER page 33>-

'Black Monday' leaves mark on economy
By Maria Van Hoose
slaff writer

A year ago this week, the nation's
stock market plummeted 508 points in
its largest devaluation ever, prompting
some economists to predict economic
recession.
A year later, it's lime to examine
what happened, what has been learned,
and what has changed.
The 1987 crash of the stock market
was caused primarily by uncertainties
concerning the stability of the U.S.
economy. Negative changes in domestic
and international affairs made investors
behave more cautiously; they were less
apt to keep risky investments.
Just prior to October 19, or "Black
Monday," updated U.S. trade deficit
statistics — the barometer of U.S.

competitiveness in world markets —
were released. At $15.7 billion, the
deficit had not decreased as markedly as
consumers expected. That fact, along
with rising interest rates and fears of
inflation, caused people to worry about
the state of the U.S. economy.
The stock market also had been long
overvalued. Stock market values had
risen for five years without any
necessary and routine corrections.
Coupled with domestic uncertainties
and international tensions in the Persian
Gulf, this gross overvaluation of the
market incited mass doubts about the
stability of the U.S. economy.
Wall Street investors responded with
mass orders to sell. In one fateful day,
investors lost $500 billion in paper
profits. Black Monday was the largest
"market correction" in history.

A year later, the U.S. economy is
regaining stability. The DOw Jones
average has regained 400 points, and
economic indicators such as inflation,
interest rates, unemployment and
consumer spending remain healthy and
relatively unaffected by the market
plunge.
So why wasn't there a recession?
Dr. Eshan Ahmed, associate professor
of economics at JMU, said Americans
should not rely on the stock market as
the sole predictor of the economy, as
recession-predicting economists tend to
do.
"It's just one sector of the economy,"
he said. "If the rest [of the economy] is
healthy, we should use it only as a
gauge."
Ahmed never considered Black
Monday a stock market crash. "I call it

a stock market correction which was
anticipated sooner or later," he said.
After the stock market crash of 1929
and the Great Depression that followed,
the Federal Reserve Board learned how
to ease economic fears caused by stock
market fluctuations.
When the 1987 disaster struck. The
Fed acted quickly to quell the public's
concerns. By promising needed funds in
the event of bank failure, the Fed
reassured investors and banks.
Although the stock market has
steadily increased in stability over the
past year, investors are still wary about
placing their money into it. Fear of a
repeat October 19 performance have
caused some hesitancy on Wall Suect.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission has taken steps to remove
See ECONOMY page 35>
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IF YOU LIKE
THE CHALLENGE,
DIVERSITY AND
EXCITEMENT OF
CONSULTING...
Then Arthur Andersen
wants to talk to you
The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization has one of
the largest consulting practices In the world.
Each year more than 10.000 management Information
consulting professionals perform hundreds of projects
Including:
• Strategic Planning
• Information
Systems Planning
• Systems Design
and Installation
• Computer Hardware
Integration
• And Many Other
Business And
Systems Disciplines

BUSCH GARDENS • THE OLD COUNTRY

AUDITIONS
'89
The Stars Are Out All Day!
□ America's premier
Audition Dates:
theme park in WilHARRISONBURG
liamsburg, Va. is conVIRGINIA
ducting auditions for
Monday, Oct. 24, 1988
over 250 singers, danc1:00-4:00 p.m.
ers, musicians, variety
James Madison University
artists, actors, techniPhillips Center Ballroom
cians, and supervisors.
You could be pan of the
magic that truly makes
WILLIAMSBURG
Busch Gardens an enterVIRGINIA
tainment "experience."
Sunday, Dec. 11, 1988
So get your act together
12:00-5:00 p.m.
and 'shine* at our 1989
Busch Gardens
auditions.
Festhaus Rehearsal Hall
Audition*: I to IV5 minv For additiontl
inftwmnioncall I-800-2M-.U02.

-BUSCH

ijAr

An Affirmative \itn>n/K<|iul Onportunii% F.mplover. M/F'H

We work with large, multinational organizations In
such Industries as banking, transportation, insurance and
government, as well as many medium- and small-sized
companies In these and many other industries.
If you like problem solving... if new and different
challenges excite you... If you enjoy working with people...
and you want to learn, then consider a future with The
Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization.
We are interested In highly motivated individuals with
sound academic records in programs such as:

:iass of 1989 — 2 DAYS ONL1

COLD RING SALE

60OFF18K
*40 OFF 1AK
*20 OFF 10K

• Master of Business
Administration
• Computer Science
• Management
Information Systems
• Data Processing
• Finance
• Management
• Production Operations
Management
• Other Related Business
Programs
Our Management Information Consulting Division
hired 15 graduates of James Madison University last year.
Please Join us on campus to learn more about the great
opportunities waiting for you:

' $s
Jostens Gold Sale Order and save on the gold ring of your choice

JOSTENS

.ARTHUR

INTERVIEWS: NOVEMBER 7. 1988 /\I\JDERSENJ

AMERICA

$10 Deposit
« rrriinr

-«•••••»'•«.»..

• .

-
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ioa»M

i < «• i < • .

t .... i ,.«,>... .

S

COLLEGE

RING"*

October 24 & 25. 1988
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
In the J Maddles Meeting Room
, .
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Diner
► (Continued from page 31)

Harrisonburg at L&S than anywhere else," says
Winston Weaver, a regular at the diner.
Winston recently was hospitalized for minor
surgery. "Theresa called every day and reported to
people in the diner how I was doing," he says.
Winston says he eats at L&S an average of once a
day, and sometimes as often as three times. "I've
traveled all over the world, and I've never found any
place quite like the L&S Diner," he said. "I've been
here since the day it opened."
That was almost exactly 41 years ago. Mervin
Lambert, owner of the diner, bought it in 1976. "I
had no intention of buying it," he says. "In fact, I
was trying to help the owner sell it."
Finally, Mervin was persuaded to buy L&S. "But
I'm retired now . . . they run the place," he says,
nodding toward the busy waitresses. Theresa has been
the manager for 11 years.
Mervin reports to the diner every morning — not
to check up on the employees, but to "catch up on all
the news," Theresa says.
"This is going to be one of the last of the little
diners," Mervin says. "One of these days, diners will
be to a point where they won't profit. The overhead
will eat them up." Overhead costs decrease in larger
organizations, threatening small-profit industry.
At around 7 a.m., another waitress comes in to
help handle the morning rush.
Now that it's daylight, the old diner isn't easily
noticeable against a background of dark and ominous
factories. To those who have never entered L&S, it
may seem puny, unimportant and even a little ugly.

But the regulars care little about the appearance.
The diner is full until almost 9 a.m., a constant dull
chatter filling the small place. Occasionally, an
outbreak occurs if a regular does something out of the
ordinary.
"Whew! You sure look nice today," someone
bellows out to a man who's waiting to pay. "What
are you all dressed up for? The big election today?"
"Hell probably change for lunch," someone else
yells out as the man blushes.
The rush spills over into lunch and usually doesn't
end until 2 or 3 p.m. The morning staff leaves as the
evening workers come in, gearing up for the dinner
crowd. Mervin reappears and parks himself at the end
of the counter to chat with the afternoon customers.
Saturday is "family day" at the diner. L&S has
weekend loyalists just as it has weekday earlybird
regulars. Parents bring their kids for pancakes and
sausage if they're big enough to sit on a stool and
reach the counter. Some try to balance their kids on
their laps and feed them while drinking coffee and
keeping calm.
"It's inexpensive and it's good," says Charlie
Weddle, who has been a Saturday regular for two
months. "Theresa puts smiley faces on the pancakes,
so the kids get hooked on L&S.
"I like [how] everyone comes in and knows each
other," Charlie adds.
L&S shuts down at 8 p.m. The huge neon sign is
turned off, and the diner rests until about 3 a.m. the
next morning when Theresa returns to prepare for
another day.
Those who know L&S may pass it in the darkness
and think of the 41 years of service and friendship it's
provided. Those who don't may not notice the old
diner at all.

ACE gears up for
Parents Weekend
The Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs plans
to sell goods marketed by JMU students this
weekend.
Items for sale are varied. The Passing Wind, a
mock newspaper written by JMU graduate Carl
Johnson, will cost $1. The newspaper includes
mock stories on controversial issues at JMU, such
as the sale of condoms in Chandler Hall, the parking
problem on campus and graduation in the stadium.
Also offered will be a stuffed Duke dog, marketed
by graduate Jeff Harper. Harper, a successful
entrepreneur while attending JMU, already has sold
hundreds of the stuffed animals. They will sell for
S14.95.
A new project promoted by ACE is a JMU
telephone, marketed by student Christine Delamater.
The phone is a compact hand-held version in white
with the JMU logo printed on the receiver. It is
priced at $19.95.
A JMU auto visor will be available Parents Day
for $4, and a special edition watercolor print of a
collage of JMU buildings will sell for $10. The
print also is available with a metal frame for $40 or
a wooden frame for $65.
All items will be available in the Phillips Center
ballroom during the Sidewalk Fair on Saturday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"Sales should be brisk — we usually have a pretty
good turnout," said Brett Haynes, president of ACE.
"Our products appeal to parents, especially the JMU
print," he said. "It's a quality product you can hang
in your home and be proud of."

I-Mart
Food Stores
BEER

Everyday Features-

Roast Beef
Fried Chicken
Fried Fish

Featuring Homemade Food
and Baked Goods:
Spaghetti, Liver & Onions,
Pepper Steak, B.B.Q. Chicken,
Country Fried Steak, Chicken & Dumplings,
Broiled Fish, Stuffed Bell Peppers, B.B.Q.
Beef Tips, Pork Tenderloin, Lasagna,
and Turkey & Dressing.

Welcome JMU Parents!
We'll be happy to serve you
this PARENT'S WEEKEND!!
Across from BEST PRODUCTS In tha
Clover Leaf Shoppinfl Cantar
Harrisonburg, Va.
HOURS: Monday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

We Aim
To Please'

12 pk Busch, Natural Light
12 pk Old Milwaukee
12 pk Coors, COOTS Light, Extra Gold
12 pk Bud

$4.69
$449
$559
$5.69

SODA
12 pk Dr. Pepper
12 pk Coke
12 pk Pepsi
K E OS

$2.99
$349
$3.19

Kegs available only at Pleasant Hill Location

Busch 1/2 keg $32.00
1/4 keg $23.00

Bud 1/2 keg $43.00
1/4 keg $27.00

4 Convenient Locations:
16 Pleasant Hill Road - 6am - Midnight
453 South High St. - 24 hours
850 W. Market St. - 24 hours
261 Lee St.. Broadway — 24 hours

m
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They're coming...
~ENJTH

data
systems

WHEN QUALITY IS THE ONLY OPTION!

Zenith computers are coming to JMU along with
educational discounts from 30-47% off retail!
There will be an open
house in the bookstore
during parent's weekend
to introduce the full line
of Zenith products!
After parent's weekend,
students, faculty, and
staff will be able to purchase Zenith computer
equipment directly from
the University Bookstore!

.;«"••

Zenith representatives will be on hand to answer
any questions.
Students, do n't forget to bring your parents
to see what Zenith has to offer!!

For more information call the University Bookstore
568-6121
/»
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Economy.
>■ (Continued from page 31)
, DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS DAILY CLOSINGS

The chart above outlines the movement
of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the
leading Indicator of the stock market, from
August until the Oct. 19, 1987 crash.
Staff graphic by KENT FRANCIS

weaknesses in the stock market, and
traders have been forced to re-evaluate
their investment strategies. Some
computer-programmed trading has also
been suspended. These changes, which
occurred in response to the devaluation
of October 19, have served to stabilize

t

it

the stock market.
After Black Monday, President
Reagan remarked to the press, "There is
nothing wrong with the economy. I
don't think anybody should panic,
because all the economic indicators are
solid."

To Avoid
Waiting in Line
on Parents
Weekend Call:

But while the short-term indicators,
such as interest rates and inflation, are
healthy and "solid." the long-term
indicators — trade and budget deficits
— are fearfully large and provoke
worldwide uncertainty.
West Germany and Japan, two major
financiers of the budget deficit, have put
pressure on Washington to reduce it;
the United States is the largest debtor in
the world. But Reagan officials argue
U.S. cutbacks would cause a worldwide
depression, unless Germany and Japan
encourage their economies to buy
excess American goods. In fear of
inflation, the creditors resist. While this
tug-of-war continues, the deficit
cc.itinuestogrow.
»ii considering possible domestic
pjlicy changes, Washington officials
must maintain a delicate balance of
interests. Interest rates must be kept
low to keep the economy growing, but
high enough to encourage foreign
investors to finance the deficit. The
value of the U.S. dollar must remain
low enough to compete internationally,
yet high enough to resist the threatened
protectionist trade policies of Congress.
Washington policy makers are hesitant
to tamper with interest and exchange
rates.
The next U.S. president will inherit
these large twin deficits and will
ultimately face the decision of how to

deal with the long-term, worldwide
uncertainties the two create.
The candidates have been "cleverly
trying to ignore [the deficits]," Ahmed
said. "Both parties have been trying to
avoid the issues."
Candidates are reluctant to discuss
plans to reduce the budget deficit
because the only way to reduce it is to
either cut government expenditures or
increase taxes. "Nobody wants to do
anything until the election is over,"
Ahmed said.
Government officials have been
content to make superficial, short-term
adjustments that quickly ease
uneasiness and doubts about the
American economy.
"We're happy living in the short term
without facing the long-term
consequences," Ahmed said. But to
effectively ease the large-scale
uncertainties of foreign investors,
policy makers must reduce considerably
the budget and trade deficits.
A long-term, bipartisan effort must
occur to effectively and permanently
reduce the deficits, he said. Both
political parties must work together to
accommodate the needs of the American
people and to cut superfluous
government expenditures.

Outstanding all-weather traction.
XLM H/T™ steel belted radial.
• Aggressive all-season tread design
lor excellent traction in all-weather
conditions
• Low rolling resistance saves fuel
• Wide block tread gives outstanding
handling
We Keep The Grease On The
Shop Rags. Not On Your Car

Vet's ^ace
We'll deliver fresh, hot Chinese to you
and your parents! \
With over 200 items on the menuj
there's something to suit your taste.

CALL 434-3003 or 434-4653
STATE

We deliver on JMU campus and in town!
With a minimum of $5 for on-campus or a 50* charge
$10 for local or a $1 charge.

INSPECTION
STATION

l^cfff r g iSfnr^TT.wTToriTinifirrrmaa ■_
,. *
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% cunD ci nunAVC

GENERAL
. -

NUTRITION

GOLDEN CHAIN

HAYDEN

JEWELERS

CENTER

$11.00
Detore* Nail Tote,
includes moisturizing cream,
nail thickener and protector,
nail hardener, polish remover,
chip-proof polish, and cuticle
cure; regularly $35.00.
KAY

GLASSNER

\ 12:3010/
V5"30/
t

JEWELERS

$1.00

$89.00
dazzling sapphire
and diamond ring

KING
1-HOUR PHOTO

10% Off

all watch batteries;
regularly $5.00

MAURICES

Olympus'and Minolta*
video camcorders
in stock

MEDCO

20% Off
all leather jackets;
regularly $200.00 - $295.00

SIDNEY'S

DRUG

$ 1.09
Swiss Miss"hot chocolate;
regularly $1.39

TRAVEL PROS

30% Off
original price of
all Fall merchandise

$199.00
Island Escapes;
4 days, 3 nights,
includes roundtrip
airfare and hotel.

80% Off

$1295.00
Lowrey G-80
Keyboard;
regularly $1995.00

Ballet*chains;
regularly $151.02

LAND OF OZ

THE

50% Off

20 tokens;
regularly $5.00

long-sleeved t-shirts

MERLE

NORMAN

MUSICLAND

$11.99

40% Off

U2 'Rattle & Humalbum or cassette;
compact disc- $14.99

selected group of
eyeshadows

WORLD BAZAAR

WYTHE CANDIES

50% Off

$ .88

oak, terra cotta,
and ceramic picture
frames, values up to
$35.99

Tobler^chocolate bars;
regularly $1.59

1-81 and Route 33 Cast • Harrisonburg
l98SCenlei Adveri

MARK-IT

$3.00

Uuantilies may be limited; offer good on selected groups.

%K Sit

MUSIC

i division ol i

■ n] m.
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COMICS
CALVIN AND HOBBES
WELL, IT lOOS LIKE CALVIN
JOST CAUGHT WE BUG GOING
ARO\)ND. NOTHING SERIOUS.

I GET TO STM HOME
T-ROM SCHOOL TOW.

Bill Watterson

KEEP AN E1E ON HIM, AND
LET ME KNOW IF HE ISN'T
FEELING BETTER SOON.

NOTHING LIKE A
LITTLE VIRUS TO
TAKE WE. EDGE
OFF A WD.
rJ

SO LONG, CALVIN. fOU
WERE A GOOD PATIENT

I WISH I CDOLO
DO MS EVERH. DAS.

L GET TO LIE IN BED,
DRINK TEA,, AMD READ
COMIC BOOKS ALL DM.

THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson

ID STILL
RATHER LET
HIS TEACHER
DEAL WITH
HIM.

.,. LIKE SOME ) W MOM
PEOPLE I /DCESNT BRING
KNOW. / ME TEA IN BED

\

^^m m
"Man, this is ugly — sheep
and cattle never do mix well'

RP6H SERVICED

I

HA! mr \ TOMORROW
SURE GOT
WR£ GOING
«W OP
I 10 SCHOOL.
HERE QUICK!

C «D
"Well, thank God we all made It out In time.
... 'Course, now we're equally screwed."

■Fred Barrett

THE MENTALLY UNSWIFT

[35-mL* se*cr

OM-f

r

\\i NAM* TPHflA/*

/Ae "6QO*". I'MNOT
SVRE MHAT THAf

TICKING U?'- I *"
A T£voT£t> fM,
ANb I WPE V#v
Do weu- THlK -_

WHAT* V^R.

SbfcON* V/tLt,*"

.?
&

\?6AP

^>?//l

'} > 1

-

■--■-.-

.,. .,-..„.,,

.

■•r
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free Delivery*

J

APTAIN_ JOHN'S

IN 30 MIN.
• 10 MIN. PICK UP

GUARANTEED

OEAFOOD^ UWJARKET
"Just because you go to school in the mountains
doesn't mean you can't get fresh seafood"
TAILGATE SPECIAL
5Lbs. of Steamed Med. Shrimp
(Pre-Cooked Weight)
1 Quart Cole Slaw
BEER
Cocktail Sauce
Budweiser 12pk $5.99*
Busch I2pk $4.29*
Shrimp Ball w/crackers
Milwaukee's Best12pk$3.29*
FOR ONLY $28.99
Busch half keg $33
Reduced Price With
Milwaukee's Best
Tailgate Purchase
half keg $26
WE PICK UP EMPTY KEGS

Fresh Fish, Crabmeat,
Shrimp, Oysters & Clams
All Week Long
Please Call Ahead To

34-8030

Insure Promptness

601 N . Main St.

433-1300

PIZZA

1598-B SOUTH MAIN ST. HARRISONBURG. Vfl.

FREE ITEM SPECIAI
Mon. - Thurs. ONE FREE ITEM
for each Pizza
Ask about QUIT
STUDENT
DISCOUNT?

NOW ACCEPTING
PERSONAL CHECKS
,§5<$ clhsurge

Timed Orders For Lunch

STORE HOURS:

We will deliver your pizza SUN.-THURS. 11 AM-12AM
within 5 minutea of
FRI. & SAT. 11AM-1 AM
desired time or $3.00 off "WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UWIT
(1 HOUR ADVANCE
OUR 0BJVERY AREA
SORRY, WE 00 NOT ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS
NOTICE REQUIRED)
(AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER)

f Alcohol Awareness Week Presents

the DON'T BE A D.I.C.K." Party
* Driving Intoxicated Can Kill
P.C. Ballroom
October 20th, 7:00 pm x>V®
,#FREE FOOD, DRINKS, DANCING

DOOR PRIZES

ornacrfx

SUPERFRESH
A. T
"TILUS
WELLNESS CENTER
WILDERNESS VOYAGERS
IT* &ock value, of -to $tafcm*n* J*
JMU BOOKSTORE

intended 4* oUc*d wlu, #»* u>Jj 5hW
ini?iM Ml JrWmq aUfr drinkinc ■ -"" 5W#r$
CLf/iWij hoW 5jme of Uf> -fee/ OWuf-H ***.
mmmm*

HUGHES

PHARMACY
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CLASSIFIEDS
Typing 4 Word Processing - Overnight delivery, free
pickup. 828-4980.
Lolls For Salt - $74.95.
432-6432,

Delivery $5.

Call

Comfortable Valour Couch - Beige, $60. Will deliver.
Ca'l 4338577.
^^

Typing - Done on campus, convenient, reasonable, last
minute rushes. x5939.
Word Processing- Typing ol student reports Judy
Shaw at 828-274

Fostex X-15 - Four track tape recorder, $275. Call
Loon at 432-0881.
Looking For The Next Ifss America! Ladies between
ages 17-26 interested in competing in the 1989 Miss
Virginia Poultry Festival Scholarship Pageant for
scholarships 8 a chance to compete at the 1989 Miss
Virginia Pageant, call Tassie ai 433-6256.

AKC Cocker Spaniel Puppy - Buff male, 3 months old,
vevchecked, first shots, sweet temperament,
chic-tested, house-trained, only $175. Call
433-2955.

GuitarPlayer-Rockn-roll band,classics8onqinals
Call 867-5338
Ride Needed To Philadelphia Area - Oct. 21 or 22. Wil
help with gas money. Call Donna or Carol at x4884.
Male Roommate Needed - $160 a month Call Hunters
Ridge, 434-5150.

HELP WANTED
Overseas Jobs - Summer, year-round. Europe S.
A-ienca Australia. Asia. All fields. $900-2,000/mo.
Sghtseeing. Free info. Write UC, PO Box 52-VA04,
Co'Oia Del Mar, CA 92625.
Spring Break Representative Wanted - National Tour
Company. Great benefits. Call (612)784-2287.
On-Campus Travel Rep Or Organization needed to
oromote Spring Break trip to Florida. Earn money,
free trips & valuable work experience. Call
Inter-Campus Programs: (800)433-7747.
Eam Free Trip 4 Caeh - Excellent sales experience!
Maior tour promotor needs sales representative. Stone
Balloon Travel. (800)525-8267.

1*eBSQTO8

The #1 College Tour Operator is looking for an
efficient, responsible 4 organized campus
representative to market a Spnng Break trip on
campus. Eam Iree trips 4 good commissions while
gaining great business experience. For more
information call (800)999-4300.
Part-Time Housekeeping Positions Available For
Students At JMU. Up to 10 hours per weak. Hours are
flexible. $4.00 per hour. Submit state application to:
Employee Relations 4 Training, Hillcrest House, 2nd
Floor. EOE/AA

Lost - Silver watch. Reward if found. Please call Amy
Sue at 433-2975.

SERVICES
Welcome Parents! While you're in Hamsonburg, bring
your car to Jiffy Lube! Across from Valley Mall, no
appointment necessary!
Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced Electrolysis, 320
S Main. By appointment, 433-9444.
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA 4 UVB rays, all are stand up. No
appointment necessary. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1106 Reservoir St.
Typing Service - Over 20 years experience. $1.50.
Mr*. Price, 879-9935.
Terrific Typist - Experience. Reasonable, Close to
JMUCaH Angie at 434-4332.
The Terrified Typist - Downtown, fast accurate,
reasonable, after 5 pm call 434-2603.
Making A Decision about an unplanned pregnancy wont
be easy. First, give yourself a little time. Look at all
your options from all angles. Weigh the pros and cons
carefully. Above all, be honest with yourself.
Remember, the best choice is the one thafs right for
you. We offer family planning, counseling & first
trimester abortion services because we believe a
woman should have a full range of options available to
her. Call us if we can help, confidentially of course.
Hagerslown Reproductive Health Services,
Hagerstown. Maryland (301) 733-2400 Collect calls
accepted

Mr. Jemes Hiter- You still have the sexiness, charm,
manhood 4 style that drives women crazy. That is, if
those same women regularly use estrogen, Maalox 4
Geritol. Hope you had a reasonable birthday. From, All
The Gins You've Loved Before

Duckfest '881/2 - Look for the ad in today's Breeze!
Are You Looking For The Perfect Souvenir For Your
Parents? Then buy a JMU Autoshade lor only $4 from
ACE in the PC Ballroom this Saturday.

Six.

The Real Duke Dog -$14, PC Ballroom, this
Satu rday.______

^^^_

Ski Heavenly Valley, CA - 5 nights, $579. Call x4437
Congratulations New I4>E Pledges - Chris Weinhok),
Kevin Montague, Joe Livingood. Mike Butler, Brian
Keefe, Mike Con/an, Jordan Granski, Enc Mesmer, Sean
Davis, Alan Heffner, Chad Blackwell, Randy Huggins,
Tim Thompson, Andy Williamson, Jason Tingles, Darah
Bonham, James Timme, Greg Mossburg, Brendan
McDonnell Dave Nachson. Good Luck. The Brothers.

Cora Down To The tJsn Tonight 4 Wan Your Poetic.
Patsy - We rniss you. 4 we hope to see you soon. You're
the best! Love, Shannon 4 Kim .
Ski Swap - Parents' Day. 10/22. WCC Rm C, 9-5 pm.
Buy 4 sell new 4 used equipment Consignments. 10/21,
6-9 pm 4 12/22,8 am, WCC Rm C.

Ski Austria - 30 Dec- 7 Jan. $950 for air, hotel a two
meals a day Book by 28 Oct. Main Street Travel
(800)727-8811.

Question - What is a Pump Boy? Answer - A singer
who pumps gas at LM. 4 Jim's Gas Station.
Mr. Redhead ROTC - Forgive my forwardness, but, I
must say you are the most adorable man on campus. The
girls also wearing an offwhite sweater in D-hall, section
1,2, Tuesday lunch.

<t>EK Pumpkin Sale - Godwin. OcL 19-28.

Roses Are Red, Your eyes get real droopy, When you
stay out all night, To be a Jellyfish groupie.

Happy Birthday to October AIA's - Julie, Sue, Cami,

Cora Hear Renown Poet, Sonia Sanchez During AKA
Week.

Have Any Questions About Sonia Sanchez? See any

Waxing Poetics - CD available at Town 4 Campus.
Band available live at The Den tonitel

Debra, Cindy, Shen 4 Lynn.
Do You Need $100? Play IN Lottery See a IN
Congratulations To All The New AXP Little Sister
Pledges - Good Luck! Little Sisters

AKA.
Kristen Denton - You're AT" little sister loves you!

JMU Autovlsor will make your car cool tor only $4.
Available this Saturday at the PC Ballroom.

To My Fellow D-Hall Workers - Here's a personal to
say you ail are great! Love, Jessia

GUS Brother Rush - Starts Oct. 24 at 8:30 at 60-K
U-Place. If interested call 434-2602.

III Sisters - You are the best! Love from the Baby

Tired Of Imitations? Get the "original" Duke Dog lor
only $14 this Parents' Weekend in the PC Ballroom.

Violets.

9S Boogie Attribute To ZZ Top
Friday OcL 22 at The Den

Genuine JMU Phone - $14 this Pareents" Weekend.
Visa/Mastercard accepted.

AKA Week - Featuring Sonia Sanchez. Oct. 23 & 24.

Congratulations AETers Jenny ■ Jodf! UTs getting
two terrific girtsl

Question - Where can I get tickets to Pump Boys 4
Dineltes?Answer - Call JMU-7000 4 charge it, or
UPB Ticket Office beginning Halloween day!
Roast Ralph Cohen - English Club fundraiser. Thurs.,
Nov 10.8 pm. Semiformal. Shenandoah Rm. Chandler.
Tickets sold in advance only. $10 each (includes tood 4
drink) from Lisa Gross, UPB office, M-F 9:30 to 1 pm.
Roasters needed. Contact Lynnette Fitch at
433-5999. Everyone welcome.

_____

Question - Will JMU students enjoy the musical Pump
Boys & Dinettes? Answer - 20 great songs, funny
story & excellent performers, absolutely!

Spring Break Tour Promoter-Etcort - Energetic
person, (M/F), to take signups lor our Florida tours.
We furnish all materials for a successful promotion
Good pay 4 fun. Call Campus Marketing at
(800)777-2270.
Part-Time Work - For cosmopolitan man who does not
mind some manual tasks along with interesting sales
position. Room, board, travel, tuition possible. Apply
with resume to Job, PO 1059, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Bid. AT loves you1

Waxing Poetics - Tonite at The Den with Apanment

CO Player With Remote - Sony 10 Disc Changer.
Perfect condition, new $700, now $450 (neg). Call
Dan 432-0564.

'84 Honda XL 250 - Excellent condition, very fast,
,v- in Brothers valvetrain, Barnett clutch, many
...••as Price negotiable. 432-0025.

Way To Go Angle Peralda on her IX Little Sister

Question - What did Newsweek magazine say about
Pump Boys S Dinettes? Answer - 'Totally delighful,
the happiest musical in New York"

____

Congratulationi To Karen Sanders for her Financial
Excelence Award!

Patsy-HEsecond floortovesyou! Amy W.Mehaux,
Jan. Kathy, Tricia, Kara, Vicky K, Karen. Liz, Debbie,

Janice Alvey - You are the greatest Big Sis! Love,
Marie.

Missy, Laura. Cara.

Dont Go Wrong - Get "Right With Lefty!" T-shirts
available for $11 through ACE at the Sidewalk Fair.
Gwen - You know ai fm doing is setting you up tor The
Unknown. Love, Your Scheming Little Sisler.
'
Eagle Camping Crew - Thanks tor the best weekend of
my He! Campftres will never be »>e same. Love always,
Mam
Duckfest'Ml/2

6E Boogie -Three of the baddest hombres this side
Do You Ski? JMU Ski Team ski swap. Sal 10722,9 to
5inWCCRMC Buy & sell ski equpment.
Waxing Poetics Tonight!

Sponsored By AXP*TKE
IK -We're having a great time pledging. We can't

Question - What is Pump Boys 4 Dinettes? Answer - A
Broadway Musical that ran for two sold-out years in
New York & won a Teny Award Nomination as Best
Musical On Broadway.

wait until tonight! Love. The IK Omega Pledge Class.

Julie Chester - Holy cow. you're 21! Yeah, you arel
Don't be a prod, party hod. Love ya, Kelli

CongratulationaToThel*swz>lPMgM-Fbn,Pat

Duckfest 'Is Ml - All you can eat duck a seafood.

Kiri 1 Susan - Don't stand in front of the microwave
you'll get burned.

Todd. Tag. Mike. Doug, Jeff. Drew. Jeff. Mark. Kevin,
Chns. Scott. Craig.

Ladies, Need A100 Bucks? Come down to he Den
Friday night & enter TX Boogies' Legs Contest

Eric - Thank you for 6 of the happiest months of my
life! Saturday was so speoal! I love you bunches! Tare

ACE Wants To Give Your Parents The Privilege "Right With Lefty" T-shirts for $11 at the Sidewalk
Fair.

Interested In Finding Out More About ROTC? Sxjn up
for Military Science 101, second block or contact
Captain Kimmel x6090.

Congratulations to the AKA Hsogee-DanCasskly7
Mark DeBartelo. Chris Beardsley, Jason Dilg, Chris
Ford, Greg Frongello. Sean McClatchey, Jose
Rodn'guez, Hick Rios, Mike Keating, Tad Nelson. &
Craig Honeycutt. Best of Luck. Keep upthe great job

Question - Win we be tested on what is covered in
Pump Boys 4 Dinettes?Answer - Not if your
attendance is good.

Love, AKA Sweethearts!
To Mr. Rooney a "VA Finest" - Thanks for the
weekend, it was great! You are truly the "Champions!"
In admratbn. The Dance Squad.
^^
—■

T

"~~~~~"~~~

Jeff Schramek - Happy 21 st Can't wait until this
weekend Remember that I love you 4 nothing is going
to take that special spot in my heart away from you.
Lori

Show Your Parento Why You're One Of The Select
Van AJslyne Prints for $10.
.

Susan Corel - Aint easy bam' cheezy. Happy 21! Love.

Sme*.
Question - What is a Dinnette?Answer - A singing
waitress at the Double Cup Diner.
Erie, Guy 4 Mke - Good luck to our 8th floor friends in
tier meet this weekend! Love. Debbie 4 Janine.
Beth Jaeger -We love youl Hang m (here BabyVtoleis
Take Your Parents To Church This Sundry. Worship at
8:30 or 11:00. Parents' Day reception 9:45 to 10:45.
Uurienberg Lutheran.
Those Who Attended the X<t> B»sh at Metrose Last
Saturday. T-shirts are avaiabte. please call x5973.

Belle Meade Hotel. 9 pm until. Tickets on sale now, $10
single or $16 couple. All welcome. Food 4 beverages
provided. Contact brothers for tickets.

Hear The Issues. Make A Choice. Young
Republican Young Democrat Debate. Tonight in
Hoffman Hall's Basement TV Lounge al 7:30 pm.

Helium Balloons - For al occasions. Shenandoah
Software, 1427 S. Main St

The Dark Horse - How about dark blue for tie next
study break? No. I never stopl V.P.

Yo Omps - Happy 21 st! We love you! Carrie 4 Karen.

Huff men A201 - You guys are such cards. Hae Wiener

Maura Geary - Buck up, little camper! Love. The Baby
Violets.

Go Straight To He! With The Crack House, Saturday.

KAY Kabiret/Semi-Formal - Sat Oct 22 at the

Kristl - Happy belated birthday! From the Gang at
BeH

AKA Scholarship Banquet - Featuring Sona Sanchez.

Stephanie Omps - Happy 21st Birthday! Love ya. Boo.

Hear The Ring Of The JMU Spirit Purchase a JMU
phone this Parent's Weekend lor a mere $14 from
ACE. Visa/Mastercard accepted.

AKA Week "Rebirth of Unity", Oct. 23-29.

AulhentUfVan Alstyne Prints will impress your
Sarents. $10 unframed 4 $40 framed.
isa/Maslercard accepted.

Coming October 29

of Texas! Fri.. Oct 22 at The Mystic Den.

Chi Phi Welcomes The Beta Pledge Class - Steve
Beeson, Mike CaldweH, Steve Cans. Greg Cote, Any
Desruisseau, Bill Delany. Jason Doyle, Matt Hanton,
Jung-H Lee. Steve McCarthy, Eric Ma|or, Rob Ramey,
Steve Schwarz, Steve Simmons, Dondi Simon. Pete
Starrs. Dan Tucker. Mike Walker. The Chi Phi tradition
continues. Congratulatons!

The Sisters Of AT Send Their Love 4 congratulations
to Christine Kemp on her recent engagement to Paul
Seddonl
Kristen - "The little things" right? I love you, Joe.
IK Pledges - Do you know who your Big Sis is?
Tara - You're a great mom! "Don't worry, be happy!"
Love, your IK Pledges

— I
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*Now ACCEPTINGCHECKSM
Personal Check Policy
~20c additional charge
-must show valid driver's license and local
address when presenting check.

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

** * •
Fast FREE Delivery
WITHIN 30 MINUTES

DELIVERS
DOUBLEZZ

2
PIZZAS
one Caw- ftiice
433-3776

~

425 N. Main St. Harrisonburg
STORE HOURS

SUN r^uP 11 AM 1AM
FR: &SAT HAM 2AM

FREE!!
Lottery Ticket
u i ( h

Double//
FREE LOTTERY
TICKET with
any 14" Doublezzorder. (1 item or more)
Thur-Sun Only
Not Valid with Any Other Offer
One Coupon
Per Order COUPON,

any 14" Doublezz
order. (1 item or more|
Thur-Sun Only
Not Valid with Any Other Offer
One Coupon
« MM ■-• mm
Per Order ..,,„.„

WIN

Playing

UP $5,00 0 "Match
JO

with
(See

Coupons)

3
LI s!

